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equation. Comparison of these results with the results of other

statistical wind forecasting studies indicates that the forecast

equations for Goodnoe Hills are of comparable accuracy to the

equations developed for other wind energy sites. Suggestions for

future investigations of statistical wind forecasting are offered

as well as recommendations concerning ways of improving the

forecasting system described in this study.
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STATISTICAL SURFACE WIND FORECASTING
AT GOODNOE HILLS, WASHINGTON

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to develop, test, and evaluate a

site-specific, objective method of wind forecasting which will provide

a basis for projections of power output for energy decisions. The

site selected is Goodnoe Hills, Washington, where three 2.5 MW wind

turbine generators (WTG's) are now in place. The decision makers,

hereafter called users, are the Bonneville Power Administration's

Scheduling and Planning Sections. The forecast provided will be con-

sidered to be a surface wind forecast which may be extrapolated to

generator hub height and the specific location of the WTG or applied

as a representative wind for an array of turbines. This forecast may

be used as an actual input to a computer model of a WTG array or as

guidance for a duty forecaster who nay refine and improve upon it

still further, thereby providing the user with potentially valuable

information.

Additional objectives of this study are to explore some relative-

ly new techniques in statistical forecasting of surface winds for a

remote site and to reaffirm the potential of objective forecasts for

WTG sites in general. Both the new techniques and established pro-

cedures for development of such forecast equations are investigated

and the overall success of the forecasts is assessed using standard

meteorological methods of forecast evaluation.

The statistical method employed for the development of the fore-

cast equations is stepwise linear regression. This well known method
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of formulating statistical relationships is applied to several dif-

ferent data sets for twelve forecasting situations. Each of these

situations is characterized by a particular combination of season,

projection time, and cycle (two forecast preparations per day).

Several types of equations are developed for each combination in

order to meet operational requirements and investigate new surface

wind forecast equations.

Some general background describing the site and an overview of

the prevailing meteorological synoptic-scale situation is provided

in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a brief literature review of previous

studies of statistical surface wind forecasting. Procedures for the

development and testing of forecast equations are presented in Chapter

4. Overall results and specific details of the forecast evaluations

are described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides a discussion of differ-

ences in the performance of the forecast equations between the warm

and cool seasons, as well as a comparison of the results of other

studies with the results obtained for Goodnoe Hills. Chapter 7 sum-

marizes the conclusions of this study and some suggestions for future

investigations.
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2. GOODNOE HILLS AS A WIND ENERGY SITE

Goodnoe Hills, Washington, is located on the Columbia River

Gorge approximately 35 miles east-northeast of The Dalles, Oregon

(Figure 1). The crest of the east-west hill where the WTG's are

located is quite irregular in topography. The site has an elevation

of 2565 feet and is approximately 2000 feet above the Columbia River.

This location is adjacent to energy transmission lines and near

energy producing dams on the Columbia River.

DXS
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Figure 1. Goodnoe Hills (GH) and six surrounding National Weather
Service stations.
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The anemometer of record is on a 45 foot telephone pole on a spur

called Luna Point that extends southward from the main hill, approxi-

mately 400 yards from the nearest WTG. The period of record for the

0.S.U. Goodnoe Hills aerovane is from March 1976 through December

1981 (as of May 1982). This period is considered to be one of the

longer wind energy site records of interest in the U.S. The overall

mean hourly average wind speed is 16.4 mph. The wind direction is

predominantly east-west which is the same as the orientation of the

Columbia Gorge. Site climatology is shown in Appendix I. The exist-

ing data are a series of hourly averages centered on the twenty-four

cardinal hours of the day. Based on the observed consistency of power

producing wind speeds, the site was selected for experimental develop-

ment of WTG's by the U.S. Department of Energy.

2.1 Wind Regime at Goodnoe Hills

The summertime synoptic weather pattern in the Goodnoe Hills

area is dominated by a heat caused low pressure system in the eastern

part of the Columbia Basin and by the eastern Pacific anticyclone off

the Oregon-California coast. This situation is interspersed with weak

eastward moving frontal disturbances and with changes in the axis of

the California heat trough which is often connected with the low

pressure system in the Columbia Basin.

The wintertime weather pattern is governed by strong extratropi-

cal cyclones and their associated frontal systems passing through the

Pacific Northwest. This storm track is sometimes interrupted by

blocking upper level ridges that prevent the low pressure systems'
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eastward movement thus allowing cooler air modified in the Columbia

Basin to drain westward along the Columbia Gorge toward the relatively

warmer Pacific air mass.

Local effects often mask and even dominate the wind regime at

Goodnoe Hills. The most important feature affecting all scales of

motion is the Columbia Gorge. The cool, moist marine air to the west

in summer pours through this gap in the Cascade Range in response to

convergence of the rising heated air in the Columbia Basin, and this

same strong west wind may be observed up on the ridge at anemometer

level. Sometimes, however, this flow can be observed down in the

Gorge and yet not at Luna Point due to the south-facing slope

and the upward motion of air from the heated sloped surface. Another

example of local effects is the descent of the top of the nocturnal

boundary layer to a level near the hilltop during stable nighttime

conditions. The wind in this instance is nearly independent of sur-

face friction, thus exhibiting characteristics of free (geostrophic)

flow. Such local effects make both objective and subjective forecast-

ing extremely difficult at this site. These same local effects, how-

ever, contribute to the overall consistent power producing winds that

make Goodnoe Hills an attractive site for WTG's.

2.2 Forecasting for Wind Energy

The role of wind forecasts at a developed wind energy site such

as Goodnoe Hills is to provide the users with information concerning

future wind conditions as input to energy decisions. A forecast of

wind power generation enables the user to project the availability



of this highly variable power source for integration with other

sources and optimal routing of all sources being used. The decisions

made in this context are quite complex, are currently approached

subjectively, and have a time scale of one hour (operational) to one

week (planning). The information provided by wind forecasts (power

output) has potential economic value in ternls of generating costs of

different sources, maintenance of WTG's, and the marketing of excess

or deficit power (Bodin and Fredriksson, 1981). Increases in the

accuracy of forecasts has been shown to increase their economic value

(Goldenblatt, 1981). Quantification of the value of wind forecasts at

Goodnoe Hills would be difficult at this time due to the subjective

nature of the decisions and the incomplete development of the resource.

Upon recognizing the requirement of accurate forecasts for effec-

tive management of the wind energy resources, the next step is to

adopt a forecasting strategy. One solution to the forecasting problem

of surface winds at a "difficulttt site such as Goodnoe Hills would be

to have a meteorologist devote full or part-time attention to hour

by hour or even minute-to-minute forecasts. This individual presumably

would use the latest synoptic data combined with experience and de-

tailed observations of the wind at the site. This approach could be

quite effective and its implementation would depend, of course, on the

extent of energy operations at the site as well as on the economic

value of the forecast information. These forecasts, by definition,

would be subjective in that different individuals, or even the same

individual, might produce different forecasts in similar meteorological

situations.



In contrast, an objective forecasting method would provide con-

sistency by its use as an aid to man-made forecasts as well as sta-

bility for use in computer models of power output for an array of

WTG's. Since the advent of modern objective forecasting methods,

operational experience has shown that forecasts based on the combined

use of objective and subjective inputs provide the greatest accuracy.

Since the establishment of Goodnoe Hills as a wind energy site, no

subjective wind forecasts have been made or verified for this loca-

tion. It is beyond the scope of this study to initiate and verify a

subjective forecasting program for Goodnoe Hills. Therefore, the

approach taken here to surface wind forecasting at Goodnoe Hills will

be the establishment of an objective method to be used as both an aid

to the forecaster and an input to a computer simulation model.



3. STATISTICAL WIND FORECASTING

In recent years, great strides have been made in numerical

weather prediction (NW?) through large scale modeling of the atmos-

phere. Some of these models include realistic boundary layers, yet

few of them forecast surface wind directly (Carter, 1975). Neces-

sary inputs for the formulation of surface wind forecasts for a spa-

cific site include the many local effects that can neither be incor-

porated into the physics of large-scale models nor adequately de-

scribed in any simple manner for inclusion in a small scale physical

model. Local effects include such features as the aforementioned

complex terrain and local thermally-driven circulations.

One objective approach to site-specific surface wind forecasting

is the use of statistical methods to supplement the general synop tic-

scale forecasts provided by current NWP models. The foundation for

statistical forecasting is a relationship between the predictand

(also called the dependent variable - the variable which is predicted)

and the predictors (meteorological quantities assumed to contain in-

formation about the future value of the dependent variable). This

relationship is developed from a representative sample of the site's

data record of the predictand using a limited number of predictors

that are considered to be relevant for physical or practical reasons.

These predictors (also called independent variables) can be obtained

from archived NWP model output, climatology, synoptic observations or

other sources. The local effects on the wind regime enter into the

statistical analysis through the observations of wind speed at the

site, that is, through the predictand values.
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The statistical method chosen for this study is that of multiple

linear regression. Regression, as an objective statistical method,

provides an equation for prediction. Computations for large data

sets with a large number of predictors can be conducted with reason-

able cost and efficiency on computers. Much of the programming is

well documented and there are several multiple regression computer

packages available for use. An extensive literature search reveals

that all previous statistical surface wind forecasting studies have

employed multiple linear regression. Moreover, multiple linear re-

gression is currently being used by the U.S. National Weather Service

(NWS) to forecast surface winds on a daily basis.

The use of multiple regression analysis for statistical weather

prediction became quite widespread when digital computers became avail-

able in the 1950's. Such pioneers in the field of statistical weather

prediction as Klein et al. (1959), Miller (1958), and White et al.

(1958) were particularly interested in relating upper air observa-

tions to surface forecasts of specific meteorological variables such

as maximum temperature. However, these early researchers did not con-

cern themselves with statistical forecasting of surface winds.

There are three widely accepted approaches to the problem of

statistical weather forecasting. Table 1 schematically describes

these three methods. The predictors are denoted by "x" and the pre-

dictand by "y." The subscript "o" refers to the forecast preparation

time, whereas the subscript "t" is some future time for which the

forecast is valid. A caret ('S) over a variable indicates a predicted

value.
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Table 1: Three approaches to statistical or numerical-statistical
weather forecasting (Glahn, 1976).

METHOD DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION

Classical
y

= f1(x)
y

= f(x)

Perfect Prog = f(x) = f(x)

Model Output Statistics = = f(x)

In the classical method (Klein, 1969), prediction equations are

developed for
y

from historical observational data. Glahn (1983)

states that the best use of this method is for very short-range pro-

jections (0-12 or even 0-6 hours).

The perfect prog method (Klein, 1969) uses observations of "x"

at time "t" to develop the forecast equation. The method is based

on the assumption that the source of the forecasts (usually NW!'

models) is perfect and uses the source's value of "x" in the statis-

tical forecast computation. The perfect prog method should show im-

proved accuracy over the classical method for longer projection times

due to the use of NWP predictors. However, in application, the per-

fect prog method ignores the systematic (and other) errors in the

source of the predictors and therefore the statistical forecasts at

greater times have larger errors. This fact may limit the range of

applicability of this method (Murphy and Winkler, 1983).
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Model output statistics (MOS), in contrast to the first two

methods, uses NWP predictors for development as well as in application.

In addition, MOS forecasts frequently include recent observed values

of the predictand (sometimes referred to as persistence) as well as

the first and second harmonics of the Julian date as predictor.

Although requiring a large archive of developmental data from NWP

models, MOS accounts for at least some of the errors in NWP model out-

put by using the particular model as a source of predictors for de-

velopment and then using those forecast variables for the operational

statistical forecasts. It has a disadvantage in that the forecast

equations may need to be redeveloped after major model changes (Glahn,

1976), although evidence so far shows that only a small decrease in

accuracy occurs when the equations are used with input from a model

other than the one used for development (Murphy and Winkler, 1983).

The power of the MOS method has been recognized as its ability to

statistically account for some of the NWP model biases and local

effects while using the relatively accurate large-scale forecasts of

the NWP models. The MOS method was developed by Glahn and Lowry (1969)

and has been used by the NWS operationally for more than a decade.

The first experimental results in statistical prediction of sur-

face wind were published by Glahn (1970) and these results were ob-

tained by employing the MOS method. Barrientos (1970) used MOS for

forecasting surface winds over Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. Carter

(1975) documents the implementation of MOS surface wind forecasts for

the NWS on a nationwide basis. He also mentions the implementation

of MOS for the Finnish Weather Service by Lange (1973). Since 1975,
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documentation of performance and changes in NWS MOS surface wind fore-

casts have been published in a series of Technical Procedures Bullet-

tins or Office Notes by the NWS Techniques Development Laboratory (TDL)

which is responsible for the development and refinement of all MOS

operational forecasts. These internal reports demonstrate the general

improvement of MOS surface wind forecasts since their implementation

and compare them with local subjective forecasts.

Recently, through grants provided by the U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE), studies have been conducted by TDL and the DOE Pacific

Northwest Laboratory on the application of MOS surface wind forecasts

to WTG sites. Gilhousen (1980) explores the direct development and

testing of MOS for nine DOE candidate WTG sites. These sites were

selected on the basis of available data, and all sites had 23 con-

secutive months of wind speed and direction data. This record was

divided into twelve months for development and eleven months for

testing without consideration of seasonal effects. Both categorical

and probabilistic speed forecasts were produced - the results being

verified by standard meteorological methods of evaluation. Wegley

(1982) discussed other aspects of these results, including a seasonal

analysis of verification statistics, a comparison with the results of

a semi-objective method, and a short discussion of the value of wind

forecasts for user applications.

In addition to the two U.S. studies, Bodin and Fredriksson (1981)

of the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute conducted an

investigation into the relationship between the accuracy of wind
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forecasts and the integration of wind power into the Swedish energy

network. They discuss various national integration strategies, Swe-

dish accuracy requirements, and the limitations of present develop-

mental data sets both in Sweden and the U.S. Bodin and Fredriksson

also re-examine Gilhousen's results as well as develop and evaluate

their own numerical-statistical scheme and two types (A and B) of

subjective forecasts. The numerical-statistical method was essen-

tially the MOS method and included the latest site wind observations

as predictors. The two types of subjective forecasts are made using

the numerical-statistical output as guidance1, and the forecasters

had even later observations at the site available - Type "A" fore-

casts had earlier on-site observations whereas the Type "B" forecasts

had later observations. All forecasts were evaluated over approxi-

mately one cool season - September 1978 to May 1979. The results

of these three wind energy forecasting studies are used for com-

parison with those obtained for Goodnoe Hills later in this study.

1
Guidance is defined for use inthis paper as follows: forecasts

of a meteorological variable given by an objective scheme (numerical
statistical, etc.) used as input in preparation of a man-made
forecast.
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-.4. METHODS OF DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF THE FORECAST SYSTEM

Design of a statistical forecasting system using multiple linear

regression requires a two-stage approach. First, the system must be

rigorously developed and then thoroughly evaluated on an independent

set of forecasting situations. The development is achieved by a

natural progression of problem definition, selection of predictands

and predictors, and implementation of the best available model build-

ing techniques. Once the prediction equations are established, their

performance is evaluated using standard verification methods.

4.1 Operational Considerations

Operationally, power output forecasts will be delivered to the

user at a specified time. Ideally, the user should be provided with

an hour by hour projection of the wind for at least 24 hours, with.

revised forecasts to assure the accuracy of the short-term projections.

The statistical forecasts formulated in this study constitute a first

step toward attaining these goals.

In designing this objective scheme, consideration was given to

actual employment of the forecasts in the near future. The BPA sche-

duling section was asked to indicate the times of day at which the

twice-daily forecasts should be delivered. It was determined that the

product should be available just prior to peak electrical consumption

times - no later than 0600 and 1800 PST. Since the forecast equations

are designed to include the latest observations and model-produced

predictors, 0400 and 1600 PST (1200 and 0000 GMT) were chosen as the

forecast generation times. Therefore, the latest observations of wind



at the site included in the forecasts are 0400 and 1600 PST, which

also are the generation and verification times for the NW? model out-

put used in this study. The selection of these times allows at least

one hour for assembly of the predictor values and completion of the

computations. Once times were established, selection of potential

predictors for the forecast equations could proceed.

4.2 Predictands and Predictors

4.2.1 Predictands

15

The predictands are the wind speed and wind velocity components

at 0400 and 1600 PST at the OSU Goodnoe Hills aerovane. The velocity

components, u and v (the magnitude of the eastward and northward

vectors, respectively), combine to give the wind vector (speed and

direction) at the site.

After the forecast equations are developed, the forecasting system

is used to generate predicted values for both the developmental and

test data sets. These predicted values can be expressed as specific

wind speed values, wind speed categories, or power/no power forecasts.

Predicted values of u and v wind components are used to generate direc-

tion forecasts. The generation and use of these predicted values will

be discussed later in this chapter.

4.2.2 Predictors

Potential predictor variables for this study originate from

several different sources. These variables are considered for in-

clusion as potential predictors on the basis of availability and/or
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physical arguments. Availability pertains to the accessibility and

timely reception of the predictor variables by the user for the genera-

tion of forecasts. Sources for the candidate predictor variables in

this study are forecast data from the NWS Limited Fine Mesh II Model

(LFN) (Newell and Deaven, 1980), the latest observations of wind speed

at the site, MOS surface wind forecasts and mean sea level pressure ob-

servations from nearby NWS stations, and climatology.

The primary source of predictors is LFM model output. BPA re-

ceives twice daily a TDL produced product entitled "Upper Air Fore-

casts" and this product is used by the BPA Power Supply Section in

preparing various forecasts. Most of the forecasts included in this

product are MOS forecasts, but the winds at the standard meteorologi-

cal levels at and above the surface are unmodified LFM model output

(including vertical velocity). Because of the availability of these

forecasts to BPA, five of the LFM fields were selected for inclusion

as possible predictors; namely boundary layer u and v, 850 nib u and v,

and 850 nib w (vertical velocity in pressure coordinates). These

variables are not currently interpolated for the Goodnoe Hills site by

TDL, but interpolated values could be provided if they were requested

(Dallavalle, 1982).

The LFM data acquired for this study are archived, smoothed data

fields for the desired variables interpolated to the location of Good-

noe Hills. Presently, the twice daily reception of this output is for

12-, 24-, 36-, and 48-hour projections. Based on these four projection

times, the forecast equations developed in this study are 12-, 24-,

and 36-hour forecasts for each cycle time (0000 and 1200 GMT) in order
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to account for the significant amount of difference in time between

the running of the LFM model and reception of its output. The impli-

cations of this time lag will be discussed in the next section.

Inclusion of the boundary layer wind as a possible predictor is

a consistent use of the model output - indeed, the predictand is wind

within the boundary layer. Due to the elevation of the Goodnoe Hills

aerovane, the winds are often coupled with the upper air circulation

patterns. The next lowest level available was 850 mb. Hence, 850 mb

u and v also are included as possible predictors. The fifth possible

predictor, 850 mb w, was considered to represent an indicator of the

projected static stability and synoptic scale vertical motion, in

order to include the effects of synoptic-scale circulation systems.

Another source of predictor variables is the MOS surface wind

forecasting system. MOS surface wind forecasts presently are produced

by TDL for five NWS stations that are located near the Columbia Gorge;

namely, Seattle, Pendleton, Yakinia, Spokane, and Portland. Seattle

was eliminated because its wind regime is related to Puget Sound. The

0000 and 1200 GMT cycle forecasts of wind speed (and components) for

the four remaining MOS stations are included as candidate predictors

for the forecast equations for Goodnoe Hills. The practice of using

MOS forecasts as predictors for a remote site will be called "MOS ex-

trapolation" in this paper. MOS extrapolation has been used with some

degree of success for temperature forecasts (Waits and Pockop, 1977).

Glahn (1981, 1982) purposes using MOS forecast variables as predictors

in a local forecasting technique. MOS surface wind forecasts for these

four stations currently are not received by the BPA Power Supply

Section.
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It can be argued that the MOS extrapolation predictors contain

information already provided by model output predictors. Model output,

however, is interpolated to the latitude and longitude of Goodnoe

Hills, whereas the MOS surface wind forecasts are both localized sta-

tistically and involve predictors for MOS that are interpolated to

the station. Also, MOS equations usually are developed by considering

many more LFM potential predictors than the five predictors available

for this study. Most importantly, it should be noted that the method

of entering the predictors during equation development (discussed in

4.3) avoids including redundant information by the use of appropriate

statistical procedures. Methods discussed later in this chapter also

will lead to the deletion of MOS predictors while retaining model out-

put predictors for developnient of a particular forecast equation.

The third source of predictor variables is that of synoptic ob-

servations. A predictor that has been shown to be very important in

many previous statistical weather prediction studies is persistence.

Persistence in this study is defined to be the latest hourly average

wind speed (or component) available prior to forecast time. For 0400

and 1600 PST forecast initial times, this predictor would be the 0400

and the 1600 wind speed observations at the site.

Five additional sets of synoptic observations are used as candi-

date predictors. Pressure observations (corrected to mean sea level)

have been obtained for the following five NWS stations: Redmond (RDM),

The Dalles (DLS), Pendleton (PDT), Portland (PDX), and Yakima (YKM).



These stations surround Goodnoe Hills (Figure 1). Observations

available for the 0400 PST forecasts are the 1600 and 1900 observations

for the previous day plus those for 0100 and 0400 that morning.2 As

potential predictors the pressure data can have several possible physi-

cal manifestations in the forecasts; namely, the tendency at a station,

the gradient between stations, or the pressure gradient tendency -

depending on what linear combination of these predictors enters into

the forecast equation.

Additional variables to be included in the set of possible predic-

tors are the harmonics of the Julian date. MOS surface wind forecasts

include the sine and cosine functions of the Julian date as possible

predictors (Carter, 1975). An examination of the monthly mean wind

speeds at Goodnoe Hills reveals an almost sinusoidal pattern. This

pattern may not be the same for the four stations for which MOS

forecasts are possible predictors. Also, for the 36-hour forecasts, a

clitnatological forecast was offered as a predictor. This forecast is

the monthly mean of the hourly averaged wind speed at forecast time.

2
The only observations for DLS are 1300, 1600, and 1900 due to the

fact that DLS is closed during late night hours. PDT did not have any
0100 PST observations of mean sea level pressure.
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4.2.3 Assembling the Data Samples

Hopefully, the seasonal behavior of the possible predictors

reflects the actual climatology of the region. It is quite desirable

to develop forecast equations on a seasonal basis since the more sea-

sonal divisions that are considered, the smaller the variance of both

the predictors and the predictand within the respective periods. A

good design for a site-specific development of forecast equations such

as that undertaken in this study would be to have distinct seasons

corresponding to seasonal wind regimes. These regimes would be iden-

tifiable in the wind speed record of the site by characteristic periods

of low, changing, or high wind speed. As more seasons are considered,

however, the number of cases for each developmental sample is reduced.

Gilhousen (1980) indicated that he would have preferred to have sea-

sonal divisions, but the length of the data record did not contain

enough cases. Carter (1975), in implementing HOS surface wind fore-

casts for NWS stations, was fortunate to have a much larger archive of

data, thereby allowing the forecast equations to be developed for warm

(April through September) and cool seasons (October through March).

The forecast equations in this study are developed for the same seasons

in an effort to obtain improved forecast accuracy.

The availability of the archived predictors described above and

the record of wind observations at Goodnoe Hills dictated the time

period for the development and testing of the objective forecasting

scheme. The limitations on the data include the following factors:

(a) LFM II was established in April 1977 and MOS forecasts out to 48

hours became available in April 1978; (b) the wind record at the
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Goodnoe Hills aerovane begins in March 1976; and (c) surface observa-

tions are archived by the National Climatic Center in March or April

for the previous year. Also, it is desirable to include at least two

years of data in the developmental sample (Glahn and Lowry, 1972).

On the basis of these constraints and considerations, data from April

1978 through March 1980 were originally selected for the developmental

sample. The data for the period April 1980 through September 1981 was

selected for the test sample, thereby yielding an independent sample

of two warm seasons and one cool season. Two circumstances prevented

these two time periods from being used as the dependent and independent

samples. First, the synoptic data for mean sea level pressure for 1981

were not available in time for the developmental and test computer

runs. Second, the year 1979, especially during the warm season, was

considered to be somewhat anomalous due to the low mean wind speed

during that year and the existence of an extensive block of missing

data. It was then decided that in order to ensure that a representa-

tive statistical sample was used for development and testing, every

other day of the warm and cool seasons would be selected for develop-

ment and testing of the equations. The question of time dependency

between the developmental and verification samples was not considered

to be particularly important, because of the relatively low correla-

tions between the wind speeds over 24-hour periods.

Therefore, typical data samples, say for the OOZ, 12-hour warm

season forecast would include the following variables of data used

alternately for the developmental and test samples: date (as a label

for each case), speed at 0400 PST (persistence), speed at 1600 PST
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(predictand), wind components for both persistence and the predictand,

five BPA-received upper air forecast variables, MOS forecasts, pres-

sure data, and Julian date harmonics. A developmental and a test data

set were constructed for each combination of projection time, model

cycle, and season.

At this point, the combination of user's needs, desired develop-

mental structure, and predictor availability can be displayed in a

schematic "time-line" diagram (Figure 2). Model output and MOS fore-

casts are not available until several hours into the cycle. For this

reason and due to the time at which the forecast is required by BPA,

the 12-hour forecast will be based on the 24-hour HOS and model output

forecasts in addition to the latest wind observations and pressure

readings. Essentially, the 12-hour MOS and model output information

is not used due to the fact that it Is not available in time. Hence,

each data matrix will contain MOS and model output forecasts for the

proper valid time (i.e., OOZ cycle 24-hour MOS for the 12-hour forecast,

valid at OOZ the next day). Operationally, two hours are needed for

consolidation of the required variables and computation of the fore-

casts. The fact that the NWP predictors have an increased projection

time of twelve hours more than the forecast equations should be con-

sidered when evaluating the performance of the forecast equations.

The average number of developmental and test cases is 176 for the

warm season and 168 for the cool season. These sample sizes are the

number of cases remaining (missing variables eliminated) for the actual

computations in development and testing. One season consists of 183

days of a calendar year and previous studies recommend that a minimum



Figure 2. Time line (PST) depicting the generation of forecasts and the receipt of products by BPA.
On the corresponding GMT time scale is shown the production of NWP model output (upper
air forecasts) and MOS forecasts by TDL. P designates when pressure observations are taken.
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of two years of data be used for MOS development (Eriksson, 1966;

Glahn and Lowry, 1972). Since the equation development for a season

corresponds to approximately half the number of cases used for one

year's development in Gilhousen's study (1982), the results presented

here should once again be considered to report a lower bound on

potential objective forecasting performance.

4.3 Statistical Model Building Techniques

Once a set of possible predictors has been chosen on physical

grounds and considerations of availability, the next step is to select

from that set a subset of variables for use in the statistical fore-

casting scheme. Finding the "best" forecasting equation via regression

requires the use of an effective and efficient statistical method of

variable selection. There are several available methods of predictor

selection (Weisberg, 1981), but one method in particular stands out as

having many advantages and has been successfully applied in previous

studies; namely, stepwise regression. For the development of the pre-

diction equations in this study, stepwise regression will be employed

using a widely known computer package.

Stepwise regression is one way to arrive at a "reasonably good

'best' set of equations" (Neter and Wasserman, 1974). "Best" refers

to a small set of predictors optimally chosen, easily maintained, and

yet large enough to give accurate predictions. "Reasonably good"

means that there may be several different sets of predictors that pro-

duce nearly the same "best" results, and that stepwise regression
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generally will select one of these "best" sets. The advantage of

stepwise regression over the all possible regression and backstep

regression methods is that it requires many fewer computations than the

other approaches. Moreover, for the study, the all-possible regres-

sions method would not be feasible due to the size of the developmental

data sample. Another advantage of the stepwise method is the re-

examination at each step of the predictors already in the equation,

which makes it superior to the forward selection approach.

The details of the stepwise method of predictor selection for

multiple linear regression will not be discussed here, except for some

special issues that are unique to the problems encountered in develop-

ing a meteorological prediction model. A complete treatment of the

subject is offered in several statistical texts; for example, Neter

and Wasserman (1974), Draper and Smith (1966), and Weisberg (1981).

The special issues discussed in this section include multicollinearity,

the coefficient of multiple determination, some aspects of stepwise

selection, residual analysis for potential outliers, and the choice of

the computer package.

During application of the stepwise regression method to large data

samples, the problem of possible multicollinearity of predictors must

be considered. Construction of a correlation matrix for each set of

predictors provides a preview of the problems that may be encountered

in the selection of predictors. Each correlation matrix will be ex-

amined for high values between the predictors. If two predictors are

perfectly correlated (i.e., one predictor is a linear function of the

other predictor), the matrix of the uncorrected sums of squares of the



predictors is singular. That is, it cannot be inverted to obtain the

estimated regression coefficients. High correlations near one, cause

the estimated individual regression coefficients to become suspect

(Weisberg, 1981). If multicollinearity becomes a problem, predictors

can be eliminated from the forecast equation in question.

A useful measure that aids in evaluation of the results of the

stepwise selection procedure is the coefficient of multiple determina-

tion CR2). It is defined as follows:

2
SS RSS

REG(p)
= 1R

SSTOT SSTOT
(4.3.1)

where SSG() is the sum of squares due to regression, SSTOT is the

total sum of squares corrected for the mean, and RSS() is the residual

sum of squares. The subscript p refers to the number of parameters in

the equation. R2 often is used for comparison of the performance of

two regression equations, and it varies from zero to one, with one

indicating a perfect linear relationship. In this study, adjusted

will be used to indicate model validation. The adjusted R2 is given

by

R2=1 'n-i'
a

(1R2),
(4.3.2)

where n is the sample size used in equation development. R2 decreases

as more parameters are added to the model. Also, R will be used to

compute a quantity called tolerance; namely, 1 - R2 (Weisberg, 1981).

Computing tolerance can protect against roundoff error in regression
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and can help to identify the effects of collinearity in the data

matrix. The computer programs used in this study will not allow a

new variable to be added at any step if 1 - R2 is less than 0.01

(Dixon and Brown, 1979; Weisberg, 1981).

The particular version of the stepwise procedure used in this

study is the forward stepwise procedure - starting with no predictors

in the model. The criteria used for selecting a predictor is that of

the partial F-test. After an initial predictor is entered into the

model and a second one is added as a result of its associated F

statistic having a value greater than an established criterion, F-IN,

the following two rules apply in order of precedence:

1. "If there are at least two variables in the current model,

and one or more has a value of F less than F-OUT, the vari-

able with the smallest value of F is removed from the model"

(Weisberg, 1981)

2. "A variable is added to the model if it has the highest F-

value.., that F is greater than F-TN and the tolerance

criterion is satisfied" (Weisberg, 1981)

F-OUT also is an established criterion. Kennedy and Bancroft (1971)

suggest values of 3.75 and 2.71, respectively, for these quantities

and these values are used in this study. This procedure will termi-

nate when neither rule can be satisfied or when the tolerance is less

than 0.01.

Following the completion of the stepwise regression procedure, the

residuals, (Y. - Yj, are plotted against the predicted value, Y1.



Since linear regression minimizes the residual sum of squares, the

suitability of the model can be determined from an analysis of the

residuals. Analysis of this plot can indicate one or both of the

following situations (Neter and Wasserman, 1974):

1. Non-constant variance of the residuals (the overall variance

of the residuals is the MSE).

2. The model fits all but one or a few outlier observations.

Since the properties of residuals are such that they have a mean of

zero and a variance of MSE, the residual plot lends itself easily to

graphical analysis. Neter and Wasserman (1974) offer plot patterns

for recognition of two major types of departures from the standard

regression model.

Upon examination of the residual plot and identification of a

departure(s) from the model, remedial measures are taken in order to

ensure satisfactory forecast performance. When outliers are observed,

the case in which the outlier occurs is examined for typographical

errors, and the values of the variables are inspected to see if they

are within a realistic range. Only if a recording error can be con-

firmed will a case be eliminated from the developmental matrix, and

the equation in question redeveloped. Otherwise, the case will not be

eliminated in order to preserve the forecast equation's response to an

anomolous physical situation when there is no evidence that it did not

occur.

The computer package chosen for regression is called BMDP (Bio-

medical Programs). This widely used computer package features flexi-

bility in setting the F-IN and F-OUT values and the level of tolerance.



In addition, BMDP is able to handle the large data matrices involved

in this study and produces graphs for residual analysis. The program,

BMDP2R, was used for all stepwise regressions, while BMDP9R was used

for additional methods of equation development discussed in the next

section (Dixon and Brown, 1979).

4.4 Prediction Equations

After construction of the developmental and test samples as de-

scribed in Section 4.2.3, equation development can proceed using the

model building techniques presented in Section 4.3. The matrices will

be assembled for each combination of season (warm or cool), cycle time

(OOZ or l2Z), and projection time (12-, 24-, or 36-hour forecasts).

These combinations hereafter will be referred to as a "forecast situa-

tionstt in this study.

In this section, several different approaches to equation develop-

ment are presented as "types" of equations. These types of equations

are developed by using designated subsets of predictands and predic-

tors. The type of equation is defined by the prescribed manner in

which the subset is selected from the developmental sample. The

types of equations reflect present operational needs or constitute

new procedures for surface wind forecasting.

Seven types of equations are developed for various forecast situa-

tions. The first three types are included on the basis of operational

considerations, whereas the remaining four types are necessary for

direction forecasts and offer a somewhat different approach to the

development of surface wind forecasting equations. The equation types
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are divided into two groups that are classified by the predictands and

predictors offered for the types within the group. The types and

groups (underlined) can be described as follows:

Speed Equations types having wind speed (s) as a predictand

producing a predicted wind speed (s).

Type I. Stepwise regression allowing any of the potential pre-

dictor variables to enter into regression.

Type II. Stepwise regression allowing only predictors that are

received or archived by BPA. No MOS extrapolations from sur-

rounding stations are included in these equations.

Type III. Stepwise regression allowing only non-model produced

predictors. This type is developed only for 12-hour forecasts.

Component Equations - types developing one equation for the u corn-

ponent as a predictand and a second equation for the v compo-

nent as a predictand. The two components are resolved to pro-

duce a wind vector, the magnitude of which is used as a speed

forecast (s') and a direction forecast.

Type IV. Forced regression for the predictors selected by

Type I for u and v components.

Type V. Forced regression for the predictors selected by

Type II for u and v components.

Type VI. Forced regression for the predictors selected by

Type III for u and v components.

Type VII. Independent development for the u and v components

using stepwise regression.
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A comparison of the performance of these types of equations may

provide future studies with an optimal approach to statistical fore-

casting for similar wind energy sites.

The speed equations yield no forecast information for the wind

direction. Therefore, it is necessary to develop component equations

to provide direction forecasts, and a previous study by Carter (1975)

states the components should show consistency with the wind speed, s.

For this study, s is the most important predictand since the ultimate

purpose is to predict power output. MOS extrapolation and persistence

predictors are allowed only in speed form for Types 1-111. To main-

tain consistency throughout, the u and v components of the same pre-

dictors selected by a speed equation were forced into the correspond-

ing u and v equations (Types IV-VI) predicting the respective com-

ponents. Predictors that are scalars (not having u and v components)

and are selected by a speed equation are also used unaltered in the

u and v equations (Types IV-VII). The BMDP program, BMDP9R, was used

to develop these "forced" equations (Types IV-VI).

As an example of the use of predictor forcing, consider the

following situation: A speed equation (say, Type I) could have

selected persistence, 850 mb u from the LFM model, the PDT MOS sur-

face wind speed forecast, and a pressure observation at RDM as predic-

tors of s. The equation for u (Type IV) then would have the 850 mb u,

the u component of persistence, the u component of PDT MOS, and RDM

pressure as predictors. The v equation (Type IV) would have as pre-

dictors: 850 mb v, v component of persistence, v component of PDT MOS,

and RDM pressure. The u and v components then would be resolved for
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speed and direction forecasts (Type IV results). It should be noted

here that the MOS equations for s, u, and v at the NWS stations se-

lected for this study are consistent due to forcing of predictors in

this manner in the MOS system (Carter, 1975).

The first three types of equations initially were considered to

be adequate for selection of a "best" wind speed forecasting equation.

However, it was suggested that a comparison be made between the per-

formance of Types I-Ill that forecast s, and a derived speed (called

s') that is the magnitude of the resultant vector of the forecasts of

the u and v component values by equation Types IV-VI (Murphy, 1982).

In addition, the Type VII equation was developed for each season, pro-

jection, and cycle combination to examine the performance of an inde-

pendent component prediction approach and to offer an alternative to

the forced equations. The Type VII equations also used predictors

that are u and v components for the u and.v equations, respectively.

4.5 Formulation of Forecasts

After completion of the developmental process, the prediction

equations are applied to the independent sample. For the equation

3.
types being tested, the designated predictor values for each case in

the test sample are multiplied by the regression coefficients

3Each case is examined by both the regression program and additional
quality controls to ensure that any cases that have missing predictors
are deleted.
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and then summed. The resulting predicted values for speed ( and s')

and for direction are compared to the observed values of the predic-

tand at forecast valid time. Before proceeding with a discussion of

the methods and results of forecast evaluation, several features of

the set of s values computed for the test sample will be described.

It naturally follows that a set of specific forecast values

will be calculated. In addition, this set of predicted values will

be divided into two sets of categories. The first set of categories

considered will correspond to the MOD-2 WTG power curve. Figure 3

shows a typical large-scale WTG power curve. The categories are

chosen to describe the wind power events in Table 2.

C

3

1

15 mph 27.5 mph 48 mph

0 5 10 15 20 25

WIND SPEED (m/sec)

Figure 3. Example of power output curve for a typical large wind

turbine, where wind speeds refer to hub height (Heister

and Pennell, 1980). corresponding speeds for cut-in,

rated, and cut-out in mph (Boeing, 1982).
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Table 2. Nine categories chosen to represent the MOD-2 power curve.

Average Power Significance for the
Category Speed (mph) Output (kW) MOD-2 Power Curve

1 0-15 0 no power
2 15-17 218 cut in speed: 15 mph
3 17-19 510
4 19-21 853
5 21-23 1221 increasing power
6 23-25 1620
7 25-27.5 2180
8 27.5-48 2500 peak power
9 >48 0 cut out speed

The second set of categories provides a nre nearly uniform

division of wind speed values. This set offers an alternative to

the broad and narrow categories corresponding to the MOD-2 curve.

These categories are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Nine "5-mph" categories.

Category Speed (mph)

1 0-5
2 5-10
3 10-15
4 15-20
5 20-25
6 25-30
7 30-35
8 35-48
9 >48
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Categories are important in wind energy forecasting because wind

speed is not converted to power output by a simple mathematical re-

lationship. First, to consider any one specific forecast value of

wind speed as representative of power output for a certain time

period, one must take account of the uncertainty associated with that

value. This uncertainty is due both to lack of perfect forecasts (or

uncertainty in forecasts) and to the variability in the wind speed

during the time period. Such uncertainty may be described in the

form of an interval of wind speed values accompanied by a probability

or as a probability for a certain category of wind speed. Second, the

relationship of wind speed to power output is determined by the parti-

cular WTG performance curve. Clearly, performance is more affected by

variability in the wind in some portions of the curve than in others

(i.e., from "cut-in" to "rated" speeds as opposed to steady output

along the "rated" line in Figure 3). Finally, there is machine per-

forinance uncertainty for the manufacturer's curve and uncertainty in

an array spatially with respect to wind speed4 as well as individual

WTG performance. The total uncertainty from the above sources is

difficult to quantify. The presence of this uncertainty suggests the

assignment of categories in order to define a feasible number of

It can be shown that direction forecasts also may be important for
wind energy forecasting when considering spatial uncertainty in the

power output of an array. The impact of wind direction forecasts is

based on the configuration of the WTG's in the array.
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outcomes for the wind energy decision making process. In this study,

the analysis of categories can offer an indication of performance of

the forecasts during designated wind power events. Uncertainty in

forecasts can be quantified, however this task was not undertaken in

this study.

One method of analysis of the performance of forecasts is called

"bias by category" (Maglaras etal., 1981). Bias by category is cal-

culated simply by dividing the number of forecasts of a particular

category by the number of observations of that category. This measure

indicates which wind energy events are under- or overforecast. Under-

forecasting is said to occur when bias by category is less than one,

whereas overforecasting is said to occur when bias by category Is

greater than one. Bias by category for each set of predicted wind

speed values ( and ') from the test samples Is presented for both

types of categories in Appendix V.

Bias by category is used as an indicator of a particular problem

that has been noted in previous studies; namely the underforecasting

of high wind speed events (Carter, 1975). TDL, the major producer

of objective surface wind forecasts, has approached this problem by

the use of a technique called "inflation." This technique involves

the following transformation of forecast wind speeds:

5 S
+ (4.5.1)

(Klein etal., 1959), where is the original speed prediction from

the chosen speed equation, s is the mean wind speed for the
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developmental sample, R is the square root of the coefficient of

multiple determination, and is the inflated wind speed forecast.

In this formulation s1 will have a larger variance than s. A

problem with this inflation technique is that it can underforecast

the lower wind speeds due to the increased variance of the distribu-

tion of s. A "modified inflation" is employed in this study; that is,

only predicted wind speeds greater than s will be inflated by the

above formula, whereas those forecast speeds below the mean will not

be modified (Schwartz and Carter, 1977). The inflation technique

will be applied to a forecast equation only if categories 6, 7, and 8

are all underforecast (bias by category less than 1.0). This method

of inflation will be applied to both types of categories. A com-

plete set of verification scores will be computed for any vector of

that are derived and then listed as an inflated forecast equation.

The scores of the inflated speed forecasts are compared to the other

set of forecast speeds.

L.6 Methods of Forecast Evaluation

Success or failure of the forecasting system can be judged by

the interpretation of quantitative methods of forecast evaluation.

This section presents the methods used in comparing the forecasts

with the observed values of speed and direction. The selection of

these methods was based in part on those measures used in previous

studies, particularly by Carter etal. (1982), Gilhousen (1980),

Wegley (1982), and Bodin and Fredriksson (1981). Some of the evalua-

tion methods used in this study allow the results to be compared
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directly to these previous works.

The evaluation methods presented here can be separated into two

groups: absolute measures and skill scores. Absolute measures are

those methods of evaluation that measure accuracy based on only the

forecasts and the observations. Skill scores, on the other hand, are

concerned with the accuracy of the forecasts of interest relative to

the accuracy of forecasts produced by a ttstandard of comparison."

A standard of comparison (or standard of reference) is defined in

verification studies as a forecasting method that generates a set of

predictions used to provide a reference point on the performance

scale. The expression of the score is interpreted by the range of

possible values of the score.

4.6.1 Absolute Measures

Mean absolute error (MAE) is a simple and convenient scoring rule

to use for forecasts of continuous variables such as wind speed or

direction. It is simply the arithmetic average of the forecast error.

MAE = ! (4.6.1)

where d.I = (forecast value) - (observed value)I and n is the

number of cases in the independent sample. MAE measures the magnitude

of the forecasting error in the units of the original variable - here

speed in mph and direction in degrees.5 MAE is readily comparable to

The absolute error for direction forecasts is corrected for the
discontinuity at 360 degrees.
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the values obtained by other studies because of the absence of any

unique standard of comparison in the calculations.

Root mean square error (RNSE) is a natural measure to evaluate

forecasts based on regression analysis. EMSE is defined as follows:

= (d.)
I . (4.6.2)RMSE

[

211/2
(n) 1

ji=l

Since linear regression minimizes the RSS (4.3.3), it also minimizes

the RMSE. RMSE weights large errors more heavily than MAE and

smaller errors less heavily than MAE. RMSE is used as an evaluation

measure in the surface wind forecasting studies referred to in this

chapter and therefore is directly comparable to them.

One method of obtaining an overall view of the results by cate-

gories is by the construction of a contingency table. Each table

entry is a joint frequency of a forecast event (category) and the

event that was observed at verification time. The principal diagonal

contains the number of tthit$It - correct categorical forecasts -

whereas off-diagonal entries represent errors of varying magnitudes.

For each test run of a forecast equation, two 9x9 contingenc tables

are constructed for each of the two sets of categories for the speed

forecasts. An example of a contingency table is given in Table 4.

Percent correct (PC) is an easily obtainable score from the

table. Applied to either set of wind speed categories, PC can be

computed by the following formula:
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Table 4. A typical contingency table. Columns are observed cate-
gories and rows are forecast categories. The power/no
power partition is indicated by the heavy dashed-dotted
line for MOD-2 categories.

OBSERVATIONS
WIND

SPEED ROW

EVENTS- 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 25-27.5 27.5-48 >48 TOTALS

I

0-15 25 I 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 33

I -. - I 1.1 - I I - I - I - I - I I - I - I I - I - I - I - I - I - I - I

15-17 17 2 1 1 2 2 3 3 0 31

I

I

17-19 14 - 3 3 3 2 0 2 3 0 30

I

19-21 11 4 3 3 2 4 5 0 33

I

:23252J1101106O12

COLUi
77 12 11 15 13 10 17 32 0 187 NUMBER

TOTALS O CASES
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n.j xlOO

where n. is the number of hits for the ith category

(4.6.3)

(i=1,2,...9).

PC is a measure of accuracy that does not consider the magnitude of

the errors.

Another absolute measure of the performance of the wind fore-

casting system is the verification of power/no power forecasts

(Wegley, 1982). For this purpose, the 9x9 contingency tables are

partitioned into 2x2 tables by categorizing forecasts and observa-

tions less than 15 mph as "no power" events while forecasts and ob-

servations greater than 15 mph are categorized as a "power" forecast

or observed event (Table 4). The PC score computed for this con-

tingency table can be interpreted as the percent of the time the

forecast equation is forecasting power or no power correctly.

4.6.2 Skill Scores

Two standards of comparison are employed in this study. The

first is persistence. Persistence as a predictor has been described

in Section 4.2.2. Persistence will also provide a reference level

simply by using the predictor as a forecast for the projection time

under consideration. An example of persistence as a forecast would

be applying the 0400 PST observation of wind speed at the site as the

12-hour forecast for 1600 PST at Goodnoe Hills.

The second standard of comparison is a simple extrapolation of

the MOS surface wind speed forecast from one of the four surrounding
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MOS stations. Given the valid time of a particular forecast generated

by this study, the MOS forecast (in knots) for the same time and

cycle that is most highly correlated with the developmental predictand

is used unaltered as the standard of comparison. This quantity will

be called HCMOS (Highest Correlated MOS surface wind forecast).

The fact that it is used in knots instead of in miles per hour

slightly inflates the forecasts at Goodnoe Hills, a site with a regime

of strong winds. HCMOS was chosen to provide an alternative to per-

sistence, because persistence reflects no change in wind speed for the

projection time. HGMOS, however, should change as the LFM model output

predictors in the MOS equations change.

A commonly used relative evaluation method is the Heidke skill

score (HSS). It depends on the PC of the forecast equation and the PC

of a standard of comparison6 (subscripted SC) and is computed as

follows:

PC PCSC
HSS

100 PCSC
(4.6.4)

HSS can range between minus infinity and one, with the latter being

the best possible score. HSS indicates whether or not the forecast

equation is more accurate (with respect to hits only) than the stan-

dard of comparison under consideration. A score greater than zero

6
PC's for each standard of comparison are computed from four addi-

tional contingency tables constructed for each forecast situation and
set of categories.
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shows that the equation shows "skill" over the standard of comparison,

that is, greater accuracy over the simplistic forecasts.

When considering the results of categorical forecasts, it also

is desirable to have an evaluation method that measures the magnitude

of the error. Vernon's deviation skill score (VDSS although not

widely used in forecast evaluation studies, provides partial credit

to "near misses" by means of accounting for the distance between fore-

cast and observed categories. The distance is expressed as an abso-

lute value using d... = Ji-j in the following calculation:

En.d..ijijLd
VDSS = 1

1=1 j=l
(4.6.5)

n!.d..
13 13

i=l j=l

(Vernon, 1953). In the above formula, n.. refers to the entries in

the contingency table for the speed forecasts; the subscripts i and j

refer to the row and column of the entries, respectively; and the n!.

refers to the entries in the contingency table of the standard of

comparison. It follows that entries on the diagonal (hits where i=j)

yield no contribution to the value of VDSS since d1fO. The range of

VDSS is from minus infinity to one, with one representing the highest

possible score. Again, positive scores indicate skill for the fore-

casts of interest over the standard of comparison.

VDSS is a useful score because, unlike HSS, it takes the magni-

tude of the errors into account in determining the skill of the f ore-

casts. HSS, as stated before, is computed on the number of hits
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alone, but VDSS through its measure of distance may show that a dif-

ferent forecast equation had superior performance because it forecast

values closer to the correct category for the whole test run. VDSS

also can help to reveal the effects of the choice of categories. This

effect can be shown by example: a forecast equation produced fore-

casts only in the broad first category of the MOD-2 set (0-15 mph).

Suppose that the observed values of speed for the test period were

distributed such that there were many observed light winds but that

there also were observations distributed throughout the range of

categories, including extremely high winds. PC would give a high

score for the given equation, whereas VDSS would indicate that the

equation is relatively inaccurate with respect to other tested equa-

tions that did not predict as many light winds. These other equations

may have forecast categories that were closer to the observed inter-

mediate and high wind speeds, and thus have a higher VDSS.
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5. RESULTS

In this chapter, the results of the development and tests of the

forecast equations are presented. First, some aspects of model de-

velopment are reported in order to substantiate the forecast equa-

tions. Next, the wind speed forecasts generated for the independent

sample are compared to the observed surface wind speed using the

evaluation methods given in Section 4.6. The errors of the wind

direction forecasts are summarized in the next section, and this chap-

ter concludes with the results of the power/no power forecasts.

5.1 Model Development and Validation

5.1.1 Predictors Selected

In order to facilitate discussion of the predictors selected

during the development of the forecast equations, a list of abbrevia-

tions for the potential predictor variables is provided in Table 5.

These abbreviations are constructed by use of the station identifier

of the variable, time of observation, and the physical property of the

variable (i.e., u, v, s, p). The frequency of predictors selected

is discussed only for equation Types I, II, III, and VII (non-forcing

equations) in this section.

Persistence is an important candidate for predictor selection in

the short-term forecast equations. In this study, persistence was

selected as a predictor several times for three of four 12-hour fore-

cast situations. Table 6 shows the predictors that were selected more

than one time for all forecast situations. Note that persistence was
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Table 5. Abbreviations for predictor variables.

NWS Station Identifiers:

The Dalles, WA (or Dallesport) DLS
Pendleton, OR PDT
Portland, OR PDX
Redmond, OR RDM
Spokane, WA GEG
Yakima, WA YKM

Predictor Variables:

Persistence at Goodnoe Hills Prior to Forecast Production

Wind Speed at 0400 PST S4

Wind Speed at 1600 PST Sl6

u component at 0400 PST U4
u component at 1600 PST Ul6
v component at 0400 PST V4

v component at 1600 PST Vl6

LFM II Model Output (appropriate to forecast valid time)

Boundary Layer u component BLU

Boundary Layer V component BLV

850 mb. u component U850
850 mb. v component V85O
850 mb. Vertical Velocity (p-coordinates) VV85O

MOS Surface Wind Predictors (appropriate projection and cycle for
forecast valid time, referred to as NOS extrapolation)

Pendleton speed (inflated) PDTS
Pendleton u component PDTU

Pendleton v component PDTV

Portland speed (inflated) PDXS
Portland u component PDXL'

Portland v component PDXV

Spokane speed (inflated) GEGS

Spokane u component GEGU

Spokane v component GEGV

Yakima speed (inflated) YKNS

Yakima u component YKMU

Yakima v component YKNV
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Table 5. (Continued)

Mean Sea Level Station Pressure (listed with time of observation,
appropriate date with respect to forecast production time)

The Dalles 1300 PST DLS13P

The Dalles 1600 PST DLS16P

The Dalles 1900 PST DLS19P

Redmond 1300 PST REM13P

Redmond 1600 PST RDM16P

Redmond 1900 PST RDM19P

Redmond 0100 PST RDM1P

Redmond 0400 PST RDM4P

Pendleton 1300 PST PDT13P

Pendleton 1600 PST PDT16P

Pendleton 1900 PST PDT19P

Pendleton 0100 PST PDT1P

Pendleton 0400 PST PDT4P

Portland 1300 PST PDX13P

Portland 1600 PST PDX16P

Portland 1900 PST PDX19P

Portland 0100 PST PDX1P

Portland 0400 PST PDX4P

Yaklxna 1300 PST YKM13P

Yakima 1600 PST YKN16P

Yakima 1900 PST YKM19P

Yakima 0100 PST YKM1P

Yakima 0400 PST YKM4P

Julian Date Harmonics

Sine of Day of Year, 365 = rr JDSIN

Cosine of Day of Year, 365 = JDCOS

Climatology Forecast

Climatology at forecast valid time CLIM
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Table 6. Predictors selected by the Type I-Ill and the Type VII equa-
tions. Only predictors selected for more than one equation
are listed. Frequency of selection for the particular f ore-
case situation is also given.

WARM SEASON

12-Hour OOZ 12-Hour 12Z

Persistence 4 PDX13P 3

U85O 2 PDX16P 4

YKM4P 2 YKM13P 3

DLS16P 2 YKM16P 4

24-Hour OOZ 24-Hour 12Z

BLU 3 U85O 3

DLS13P 2 YKN16P 2

PDX4P

36-Hour OOZ

13850

12-Hour OOZ

.i'ersistence

VV850

YRNS

bLU

Persistence

UDU

DLS19P

CL IM

2

36-Hour 12Z

2 JDSIN 3

VV850 2

YKM16P 2

5

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

COOL SEASON

iersistence

BLU

PDTS

ione

36-Hour 12Z

CLIM

3

3

2
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not selected for more than one forecast equation for the warm season,

12Z cycle, 12-hour forecasts. For this particular forecast situation,

persistence was selected only for the v component of the Type VII

equation (independent u and v development). Table 7 compares the

correlations for persistence with the predictands for the warm season,

12-hour forecasts. There also were some instances of persistence

being selected for the cool season, 24-hour forecast equations.

The five LFM model output predictors were selected at least once

for eleven out of twelve forecast situations. U850 and BLU were

selected ten times for equations that have predictands at 0400 PST

(night), but BLU was selected only once for 1600 PST predictands (day).

U850, however, was selected nine times for equations having predictands

at 1600 PST, but this predictor was never selected for equations having

predictands at 0400 PST. VV850 was the least selected model output

predictor.

Table 7. Persistence correlations for the 12-hour, warm season
developmental samples.

Cycle Predictor/Predictand Correlation

OOZ S4/S16 .4198

U41U16 .6187
V4/V16 .0648

l2Z S16/S4 .2049

U16/U4 .4240

Vl6/V4 .1074
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MOS extrapolation (either wind speed or components) was selected

as a predictor at least once for all twelve forecast situations. These

predictors were chosen for several forecast equations that had no other

NWP predictors, but there also were instances of both LFM model output

and MOS extrapolation being chosen for the same equation.

The monthly means of the hourly average wind speed for 0400 or

1600 PST were offered as predictors only for the 36-hour forecast

equations. These predictors were selected twice for both 36-hour,

cool season forecast situations. The Julian date harmonics were

offered as potential predictors for all equation types and forecast

situations. JDSIN and JDCOS were chosen for a few types of equations;

they were selected most frequently for 36-hour projections.

Pressure observations, corrected to mean sea level for the sur-

rounding NWS stations, were chosen most frequently for the warm season,

12-hour forecast equations. As previously stated in Chapter 3,

observations have been shown to be good predictors for short-term

forecasts. In addition, there were frequent instances of the pressure

observations being chosen for the 24- and 36-hour, warm season

equations. There is one significant incidence of a pressure observa-

tion being selected for the cool season, namely, DLS19P was chosen

three times f or the OOZ, 36-hour forecast equations.

One set of pressure observations was repeatedly chosen for the

12Z, 12-hour warm season forecast equations: PDX13P, PDX16P, YKM13P,

and YKN16P. This set of predictors was selected for three types of

equations and, in addition, PDX16P and YKM16P were selected for a
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fourth equation type. Table 6 also shows that PDX and YKM are selected

for equation types in the warm and cool seasons.

5.1.2 Multicollinearity

The problem of multicollinearity in regression equations was

discussed in Section 43. The BMDP programs provided a printout of

the correlation matrix for each forecast situation. It was found

that highest correlations between predictors occurred within the

groups that are underlined in Table 5. Simultaneous pressure obser-

vations at different stations were often highly correlated, and these

correlation coefficients had values of approximately .90. Predictors

involving successive pressure observations at the same station had

correlation coefficient values as high as .98.

Fortunately, there were only a few occurrences of highly corre-

lated predictors being selected for the same prediction equation. The

most notable forecast situation having several equations with potential

multicollinearity problems was the warm season, 12-hour forecasts at

12Z. This situation was discussed in the last paragraph of Section

5.1.1. The four pressure observation predictors were highly correlated,

and these values ranged from .78 to .96. These and other equations

that had highly correlated predictors were not abandoned, but were used

to generate a vector of specific forecast values for the independent

sample. These forecasts were evaluated and their performance

was compared to alternative equations for the same forecast situations.
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5.1.3 Outliers

As was stated in Section 4.3, the BMDP programs plotted the

predicted values against the residuals for all the forecast equations

that were developed. There were no instances of non-constant variance

observed on the graphs. There were, however, fourteen plots judged

to have outliers out of the 68 forecast equations developed. Each of

the developmental data sets for these equations were examined care-

fully, and the individual cases corresponding to the outlying points

were inspected. None of these cases contained any typographical

errors. Some of these cases, however, had very high, but still

physically realistic, values for the predictand. Other cases, parti-

cularly for the cool season, were found to correspond to an easterly

wind component for the predictand (a negative u component). Therefore,

no cases were deleted from the developmental samples.

5.1.4 Model Validation

As explained in Section 4.3, the closer the adjusted coefficient

of multiple determination is to a value of one, the more nearly linear

the relationship between the predictors and the predictand for the re-

gression equation. The values of Ra2 are examined briefly in this

section in order to validate the individual models.

Model validation results are presented for the cool season in

6Table 8 for the Type I and Type IV equations. These values are

6
Recall that the Type I equation is the stepwise regression of all

available speed predictors, for speed as a predictand. Type IV is
the combination of forced u and v component equations of predictors
selected by Type I (Section 4.4).
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Table 8. Ra2 for Type I and Type IV equations for cool season f ore-
cast situations.

Type I Equation

Projection

12-hour
24-hour
36-hour

Type IV Equation

Projection

12-hour
24-hour
36-hour

OOZ l2Z

.49 .38

.32 .28

.23 .21

OOZ 12Z

.69 .08 .53 .27

.44 .17 .26 .02

.38 .02 .25 .04

typical in magnitude for the speed and the component equations. The

cool season Ra2 values generally are higher than the warm season, but

follow the same patterns as seen in Table 8. Complete Ra2 results

are listed in the first column of Appendices ii and III.

Several patterns are evident when examining Table 8. One impor-

tant result is a strong pattern that is observed when comparing R2

values for the speed equation and R2 values for the corresponding

forced u and v components. For a particular cycle time and projection

time, the R2 value for the speed equation is less than the value for

the u component equation. Similarly, the value of Ra2 for the speed

equation is greater than the corresponding value for the v component

equation. This pattern is present for all forecast situations,

including the warm season, with only a few minor exceptions. The
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same pattern also is in evidence when comparing R2 values of different

types of equations within a particular forecast situation. Again,

with only a few exceptions, the values of R2 for speed equations are

less than any of those values for the u component equations (including

the Type VII equation - independent u and v development.) Also, the

speed values are greater than all the values of R2 for the v compo-

nent equations. Tye Type VII equation often had the highest values

of R2 for u and v, as would be expected.7 These results indicate

that the forecast equations are more successful in accounting for the

variation about the mean of the u component than for the variation

about the mean of the v component.

Some additional patterns are observed in Table B. When comparing

the values of R2 for the Type I equations for the same projection

times, the values of Ra for the OOZ cycle are greater than the values

1a2 for the 12Z cycle. This same result also is observed for th

u component values of R2 (Table 8). Table 9 presents the R2 results

Independent development for the u and v components minimizes the RSS
for the u and v equations. Consequently, Ra2 values are greater than
the values for u and v forcing equations.
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Table 9. Ra2 for the Type VII equations for all forecast situations.

jection OOZ 12Z

1!

12-hour .68 .08 .46 .18

24-hour .37 .12 .35 .07

36-hour .33 .10 .35 .12

12-hour .70 .08 .52 .27

24-hour .47 .22 .45 .02

36-hour .40 .02 .27 .11

for the Type VII equations. Again, note that the values of R2 for

the u component equations are greater for the OOZ cycle than for the

12Z cycle when comparing results for the same projection times (Table

9). This effect can be found for all the forecast equations for both

seasons. In addition, when considering a particular cycle and season,

the values of R2 for both the speed equations and the u component

equations decrease with increasing projection time (Tables 8 and 9).

Another apparent pattern in Table 8 also is observable in Table

9. Recall that the valid time for the OOZ, 12- and 36-hour forecasts

is 1600 PST. Similarly, the 12Z, 24-hour projection also is valid at

1600 PST; that is, in the daytime. The other forecast situations are

valid at 0400 PST that is, at night. Note that the R2 values for the
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v component are greater for the nighttime valid forecasts than for

the daytime valid forecasts (Tables 8 and 9). This pattern is ob-

served in both seasons.

5.2 Wind Speed Forecasts

Verification of the wind speed forecasts leads to a large number

of scores when considering 68 forecast equations, nine methods of

evaluation, and two sets of categories. In order to summarize the re-

sults, the scores are tabulated in two ways: best verification scores

(Table 10) and the Type I equation verification scores (Table 11).

It is important to note that the scores presented in this section are

computed only for forecasts generated from the independent test sam-

pies. The "best" verification scores are the best8 measures achieved

by any type of equation in a given forecast situation. Table 10 also

gives the type of forecast equation that achieved each score. Table

11 presents a different view of the results; namely, scores by one

equation type for all forecast situations. For a presentation of veri-

fication scores for all the forecast equations, Appendix II gives the

warm season scores and Appendix III gives the cool season scores.

Table 12 lists the PC scores for both standards of comparison for all

forecast situations. The latter are necessary to describe any compari-

Sons of the skill scores.

8
These scores are optimal by standards established in Section 4.6

(e.g., minimum MAE or maximum HSS).



Table 10. Best wind speed verification scores.

WARM SEASON

MOD-2 CATEGORIES 5-MPH CATEGORIES
35 6

Forecast MAE RMSE PC HSS(N) HSS(P) VI)SS(H) VDSS(P) PWR.PC PC HSS(H) IISS(P) VI)SS(M) VDSS(P)

002 12-hr.
12

5.81(111) 7.57(1[1) 41.I(VII) .13 .18 .44(111) .25 80.6(111) 33.7(111) .21 .21 .51(111) .32

24-hr. 6.94(V11) 8.19(I) 26.9(W) -.05 .07 .34(1) .26 77.2(1) 28.5(1) .18 .15 .47(I) .30

36-hr. 7.06(1) 8.98(1) 38.5(ViI) -.03 .25 .26(IV) .35 71.7(IV) 23.5(11*) .13 .11 .43(I) .37

121 12-hr. 6.36(11) 7.76(11) 33.3(VII) .04 .10 .36(VEI) .21 75.1(11) 24.9(11*) .15 .10 .54(11*) .27

24-hr. 7.22(1) 8.48(1) 37.2(VII*) -.05 .22 .22(I) .23 67.6(IV) 22.9(VII*) .17 .09 .47(1) .32

36-hr. 7.70(1) 9.37(I) 20.4(VII) -.08 .04 .36(1) .34 72.8(1) 22.0(1) .16 .10 .54(I) .37

COOL SEASON

OOZ 12-hr. 5.64(1) 7.60(1*) 64.O(V1*) -.02 .11 .35(111) .23 85.4(111) 34.8(1*) .14 .12 .39(1*) .20

24-hr. 6.42(IV) 8.37(I) 56.8(IV) -.06 .21 .15(11) .32 72.2(11) 30.9(VII) .13 .11 .25(1) .24

36-hr. 6.16(1) 8.09(I) 59.1(V*) -.09 .25 .14(I) .43 72.5(1) 24.6(I) -.01 .08 .17(I) .32

12Z 12-hr. 6.17(VI1) 7.97(1) 59.8(VI) -.03 .15 .17(1) .26 77.5(I) 30.2(I) .09 .01 .24(1) .25

24-hr. 5.97(I) 7.84(1) 61.8(IV*) .00 .26 .19(IV*) .34 15.8(IV*) 32.1(VII*) .15 .08 .20(1) .29

36-hr. 6.81(V11) 8.74(I) 60.5(V) .00 .28 .07(VLf) .35 70.l(V11) 25.4(IV*) .00 .06 .18(I) .33

EQUATION TYPES

Stepwise regression of all available speed predictors.
II - SPA received variables (no MOS forecasts).

111 - No NWP predictors.
IV Forced u and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type 1.
V - Forced u and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type IL.

VI - Forced u and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type 111.
VII Independently derived u and v component equations resolved for

speed forecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk (*) indicates scores for the inflated version of that Type.
2 OccasionaLly, two or more types of equations had the same score. For more
detail, see Appendices II and 111.
HSS and VDSS followed by (H) indicates IICKOS standard of comparison and by
(P) Indicates a persistence standard of comparison.
PWR.PC is PC score for Power/No Power forecasts.
Equation types for IISS are the same as listed for PC.

6 Equation types for VDSS(P) are the same as listed for VDSS(M).



Table 11. Type I equation verification scores.

WARM SEASON

fl00-2 CATEGORIES 5-MPH CATEGORIES

Forecast MAE RMSE PC
I

HSS(M) HSS(P) VDSS(H) VDSS(P)
i\

PWR.PC
/
PC HSS(M) HSS(P) VDSS(M) VDSS(P)

002 12-hr. 6.27 8.02 30.9 -.03 .04 .39 .19 77.1 29.1 .22 .16 .46 .25

24-hr. 7.09 8.19 20.7 -.14 -.01 .34 .26 77.2 28.5 .18 .15 .47 .30

36-hr. 7.06 8.98 20.9 -.32 .04 .25 .34 67.9 21.9 .12 .09 .43 .37

122 12-hr. 6.70 8.23 20.6 -.15 -.07 .32 .17 72.0 23.8 .14 .09 .51 .22

24-hr. 7.22 8.48 22.3 -.30 .04 .22 .23 64.4 22.3 .16 .09 .47 .32

36-hr. 7.70 9.37 17.8 -.31 .01 .36 .34 72.8 22.0 .16 .10 .54 .37

COOL SEASON

002 12-hr. 5.64 7.61 59.2 -.16 -.02 .25 .12 82.3 33.5 .13 .10 .38 .19

24-hr. 6.57 8.37 51.2 -.20 .11 .10 .28 69.1 27.2 .09 .06 .25 .24

36-hr. 6.16 8.09 46.8 -.42 .02 .14 .43 72.5 24.6 -.01 .08 .17 .32

12Z 12-hr. 6.19 7.97 57.4 -.09 .10 .17 .26 77.5 30.2 .09 .01 .24 .25

24-hr. 5.97 7.84 52.1 -.25 .07 .16 .32 74.6 28.5 .10 .03 .20 .29

36-hr. 6.91 8.74 49.7 -.27 .08 .01 .31 67.8 22.6 -.04 .02 .18 .33

NOTES:

kISS aiiJ VOSS followed by (H) Indicates IICMOS standard of comparison
and by (P) Indicates a nersistence standard of comparison.2 PWR.PC s the PC score for power/no power forecasts.

GO
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Table 12. Percent correct for the standards of comparison.

HCNOS Persistence
PC(MOD-2) PC (5-mph) PC(MOD-2) PC (5-mph)

OOZ 12-hr. 32.6 9.7 28.0 16.0

24-hr. 30.6 12.4 21.8 15.5

36-hr. 40.1 11.8 17.7 13.9

12Z 12-hr. 30.7 11.1 25.9 16.4

24-hr. 40.4 7.5 19.2 14.9

36-hr. 26.2 7.3 16.8 13.1

rET C1'AC(ThT

HCMOS Persistence
PC(MOD-2) PC(5-mph) PC(MOD-2) PC(5-mph)

OOZ 12-hr. 64.6 23.8 59.8 26.2

24-hr. 59.3 20.4 45.1 22.2

36-hr. 62.6 25.2 45.6 18.1

12Z 12-hr. 61.0 23.7 52.7 29.6

24-hr. 61.8 20.6 48.5 26.1

36-hr. 60.5 25.4 45.2 20.9



The Type I equation (stepwise regression of all available speed

predictors, s predictand) verification scores were chosen to demon-

strate the patterns and trends that occur in the results for an indi-

vidual equation type. The Type I equation scores had, by far, the

greatest number of best scores for any equation type - 54 out of 84

entries in Table 10. The lowest MAE for the entire study was achieved

by the Type I equation (5.64 mph) for the OOZ, 12-hour, cool season

forecasts. In addition, the Type I equation has the majority of best

scores for RMSE and the VDSS for the 5-mph categories.

The presentation of the results in this section is conducted by

discussing four different approaches to analysis of the scores in

Tables 10 and 11. Comparisons are made according to projection time,

cycle time, day and night verification times, and season. This sec-

tion concludes with a brief presentation of the bias by category re-

suits.

5.2.1 Projection Time

A result observed in many forecast studies is the decrease of

forecast accuracy with increased projection time, which is called

"forecast deterioration." This effect is a consequence of the in-

creasing uncertainty in the information used to formulate the f ore-

casts. Forecast deterioration generally is expected when comparing

short-term to long-term forecasts, both of which are formulated by the

same objective forecasting system. The absence of this effect indi-

cates either that a systematic error in the forecast system exists or

that an oscillating physical condition is present in which future
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states are more predictable at certain times than at other times.

Comparisons of forecasts with increasing projection time are made

for each combination of season and cycle. Tables 10 and 11 show many

occurrences of deteriorating accuracy with increased projection time.

Absolute measures of performance are best for examining this effect,

because consideration need not be given to the rate of change of the

standard of comparison for increased projection time.

Figures 4 through 7 show the best values of MAE and RMSE (from

Table 10) plotted against increased projection time. For the warm

season, the forecasts for both cycles show decreasing accuracy

with increasing time (Figures 4 and 5). The cool season results show

two opposite patterns; namely, the OOZ forecasts decrease then in-

crease in accuracy, whereas the 12Z forecasts increase then decrease

in accuracy (Figures 6 and 7). Similar patterns for the same seasons

and cycles are observed when comparing MAE and RMSE results for in-

creasing projection time for the Type I equations (Table 11).

The best verification scores show some additional occurrences of

forecast deterioration for the PC score. PC decreases for the 5-mph

categories for both cycles in the warm season and for the OOZ cycle

in the cool season (Table 8). This effect also may be seen for the

Type I equation results (Table 11). For the MOD-2 categories, PC

scores do not steadily decrease for the best results for either season

or cycle. However, for the Type I equation, PC scores for the MOD-2

categories do show forecast deterioration for both cycles in the cool

season.
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Figure 4. Warm season variation of the mean absolute error for
increased projection time.
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Figure 5. Warm season variation of the root mean square error with
increased projection time.
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Figure 6. Cool season variation of the mean absolute error for in-
creased projection time.
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As stated above, when skill scores are compared for different

projection times, the change in accuracy with projection time must be

considered for both the forecast and the standard of comparison. One

notable pattern stands out from Tables 10 and 11; that is, the values

of VDSS with persistence as a standard of comparison increase with in-

creasing projection time for all categories, cycles, and seasons.

Referring to Table 12, the PC for persistence shows a strong tendency

to deteriorate with increasing projection time as would be expected.

The increase of the values of VDSS with increased projection time is

thus explained by the large decrease in accuracy for persistence. Re-

call that in the computation of VDSS (Equation 4.6.5), a larger rate

of increase for the denominator will increase the score.

5.2.2 Cycle Time

The results for each cycle are examined by comparing the indivi-

dual scores f or the OOZ cycle and each projection time to the scores

obtained for the 12Z cycle and the same projection time. These com-

parisons are made within the seasons.

One strong pattern is evident in the results of the forecast cycle

comparisons; namely, the OOZ cycle equations have better overall per-

formance than the l2Z cycle equations for the warm season. MAE, RMSE,

and PC for the 5-mph categories show, score for score, greater accuracy

for the OOZ cycle than for the l2Z cycle, in the warm season (Tables

10 and 11). Other forecast evaluation measures indicate the same

tendency when comparing the scores across the cycles, although not as
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consistently as the three absolute measures mentioned above. The per-

sistence standard of comparison also has a better PC value for the OOZ

cycle, MOD-2 categories for the warm season; however, this result was

not observed for the 5-mph categories (Table 12).

5.2.3 Day and Night Forecast Valid Time

In contrast to the OOZ cycle equations having superior perfor-

mance for the warm season, a remarkably different pattern is observed

for the results in the cool season. Recall that forecasts for the

OOZ cycle, 12- and 36-hour projections and forecasts for the 12Z

cycle, 24-hour projections are valid at 1600 PST (daytime). Similarly,

forecasts for the OOZ cycle, 24-hour projections and forecasts for the

12Z cycle, 12- and 36-hour projections are valid at 0400 PST (night-

time). When comparing scores that have the same projection time (e.g.,

the 12-hour, OOZ, cool season score to the 12-hour, 12Z, cool season

score), the daytime forecasts have superior performance over the night-

time forecasts for the cool season. Referring again to Figures 6 and

7, note the opposite patterns for the two cycles in each plot. The

smallest (i.e., most accurate) values plotted for each projection

time are for forecast equations having 1600 PST verification times

for both MAE and RNSE. This result for the cool season also can be

observed for many different measures for both the best verification

scores and the Type I equation scores (Tables 10 and 11). PC for the

MOD-2 categories in Table 10 and PC for the 5-mph categories in Table

11 are higher for daytime verification times than for nighttime
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verifications for each projection time. A notable exception to this

pattern is observed for the cool season, Type I equation verification

scores; specifically, the nighttime HSS's (MOD-2 categories) are

better than the daytime values for the same projection times.

There was one measure for the warm season equations that showed

the same pattern for day and night valid time scores. Note that the

PC (MOD-2 categories) in the best verification results have higher

values for the daytime verifications than for nighttime verifications

when comparing scores for the same projection time.

5.2.4 Comparison of Seasons

Warm season scores for a particular evaluation measure, cycle,

and projection time are compared to the corresponding scores for the

cool season. Overall, the cool season equations have superior per-

forinance over the warm season equations when comparing the scores in

this manner. This result is especially evident for the absolute mea-

sures for both the best verification scores and the Type I equation

scores (Tables 10 and 11). In addition, the PC scores for both stan-

dards of comparison are uniformly higher for the cool season when com-

pared to the PC scores for the same cycles and projection times for

the warm season (Table 12). The 5-mph skill scores, however, are

better for the warm season due to the much stronger performance by

the cool season standards of comparison.
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5.2.5 Bias by Category

Bias by category was analyzed by establishing three broad classes

of results: under-forecasting (<.70), favorable bias (.70 to 1.30),

and over-forecasting (>1.30). The set of bias by category results

were examined to obtain patterns of forecast bias in terms of these

three criteria. There were only a few patterns found in the bias by

category results which are tabulated in Appendix V.

Overall, the higher speed forecasts for both category sets are

under-forecast by a great majority of the forecast equations. Almost

all of the bias by category values are zero for the wind speed

greater than 48 mph categories. There is usually one equation type

for each forecast combination that has favorable bias for the broad

high speed category (either 27.5 to 48 or 35 to 48 mph). The short-

term forecasts (12-hour projections) generally have better bias by

category results than do the longer-term forecasts.

For the bias by category results, there are some differences

between the MOD-2 category results and the 5-mph category results.

For the 5-mph categories, the speed equations underforecast the lower

categories while the component types equations overforecast the 0-5

and 5-10 mph categories. The MOD-2 category results show slightly

more "favorable bias" results (.70 to 1.30) for the warm season,

whereas the 5-mph category results show slightly more favorable bias

results for the cool season.
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5.3 Direction Forecasts

Direction forecasts were computed for equation Types IV through

VII from the resolved forecast component, u and v. These direction

forecasts were generated and evaluated only for the independent sam-

ple. Table 13 shows the best MAE values for each projection and cycle

for both seasons. The warm season direction forecasts are much

better overall than the cool season forecasts. The Type VII direction

forecasts dominate the best results of the warm season (5 times),

whereas the Type IV equation achieves the best results three times for

the cool season.

Table 13. MAE C) and equation type for best direction forecasts.

TI A fl% n TI A C' en?

OOZ 12Z

12-hour 28.00 (VII) 23.82 (IV)

24-hour 26.04 (VII) 34.65 (VII)

36-hour 33.12 (VII) 28.43 (VII)

OOZ 12Z

12-hour 37.86 (VI) 40.49 (IV)

24-hour 46.96 (IV) 32.71(IV)

36-hour 38.39 (V) 42.87 (VII)
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In addition, when comparing MAE for direction forecasts that have

the same projection time and season, another strong pattern becomes

evident; namely, the warm season, daytime values of MAE are higher

(worse) than the warm season nighttime values of MAE (Table 13). Also,

for the cool season, nighttime values of MAE are higher than the day-

time values of MAE, when compared in the same manner.

5.4 Power/No Power Forecasts

Power/no power forecasts achieve a high number of hits due to the

two broad categories that result when this predictand is considered.

Table 14 breaks down the best results obtained from the wind speed

forecasts generated from the independent sample for each forecast

situation. The PC score is given for both the type of forecast equa-

tion and the standard of comparison with the best score in Table 14.

For the entire study, the range of PC scores for the forecast equa-

tions is from 67.6 to 85.4.

The results for both seasons show a superiority of the OOZ power/

no power performance. Persistence has the best PC more frequently

than does HGMOS for the standards of comparison. There is a steady

deterioration of forecasts for the cool season, and only one inflated

equation type performed the best for the various forecast situations.
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Table 14. PC and equation type (standard of comparison) for best
power/no power forecasts and for standards of comparison.

12-hour

24-hour

36-hour

12-hour

24-hour

36-hour

C

Forecasts

OOZ 12Z

85.37 (III) 75.13 (II)

72.77 (II) 67.55 (IV)

72.51 (I) 72.77 (I)

Cool Season

Forecasts

00Z 12Z

80.57 (III) 77.51 (I)

77.20 (I) 75.76 (IV*)

71.66 (IV) 70.06 (VII)

Standard of Comparison

00Z 12Z

78.66 (P) 67.20 (P)

64.20 (P) 47.34 (P)

66.67 (N) 53.93 (P)

Standard of Comparison

OOZ 12Z

74.86 (P) 70.41 (P)

67.36 (P) 66.06 (N)

54.01 (P) 61.02 (N)

(P) Indicates Persistence standard of comparison

(N) Indicates HCNOS standard of comparison

* Indicates Inflated Version
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6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Seasonal Differences

In this section, some of the comparisons presented in Sections

5.2 and 5.3 (speed and direction) are discussed with respect to the

differences between the warm and cool seasons. In addition to the

differences in verification scores between the warm and cool seasons,

the difference in forecast deterioration with increased projection time

and the day-night verification comparison also are discussed. Some

explanations are offered for this diversity in scores and patterns for

the seasons.

Overall, the cool season equations outperformed the warm season

equations when comparing each forecast situation, score for score, in

the manner described in Section 5.2.4. This effect may be explained

by the types of predictors selected for the forecast equations and the

resulting performance by the equations in forecasting for the seasonal

wind regimes. The wind regimes were described in Section 2.1. The

LFM model is a synoptic-scale baroclinic model, and therefore the

model produces more accurate forecasts for the cool season synoptic

scale situations generally involving migratory extratropical cyclones.

Thus, the better verification scores for the cool season can be ex-

plained by having better model-based predictors.

The comparison of verification scores with increasing projection

time is presented in Section 5.2.1. Figure 8 shows the rates of fore-

cast deterioration for both seasons and cycles. The values of RMSE

for the 24-hour forecasts are ignored in order to remove the
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Figure 8. Warm and cool season variation of the root mean square
error for increased projection time (cool season 24-hour
forecasts neglected).
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day/night effect for the cool season. Although the values of RMSE

for the warm season, 12-hour forecasts are less than the values of

RMSE for the cool season, 12-hour forecasts, the slopes of the cool

season curves clearly are less than slopes for the warm season.

This result also may be explained by better long-term forecasts

(i.e., predictors) by the LFM model in the cool season.

Another difference between seasons is that the warm season has

better performance for the OOZ cycle overall, whereas the cool season

has better daytime verification scores than the nighttime verification

scores. These two results are described in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3,

respectively. An intensive re-examination of all the methods used In

this study did not uncover any conclusive evidence of systematic

errors that would cause an overall difference in performance for the

OOZ and 12Z warm season forecast equations. The analysis of R2 that

was discussed in Section 5.1.4, however,did show a distinct difference

in cycles for both seasons. Recall that the values of Ra2 for the

speed and u component equations were greater for the OOZ cycle than

for the 12Z cycle for both the cool and warm seasons. Once again,

this situation leads to a consideration of the model dependent pre-

dictors (LFM model output and MOS extrapolation). Upon comparing the

correlation matrices for the two cycles for the same projection time

and season, the OOZ model dependent predictors have a slightly higher

correlation with the predictand than the 12Z model dependent predic-

tors. This result was observed only for the warm season. Any attempt

to explain the difference in performance of the forecast equations

based on differences in NWP cycles is questionable.



The cool season had better daytime verification scores than the

warm season (see Section 5.2.3). As a result, a question can be

raised: Are the differences in scores for the day and night verifica-

tion times significant? Table 15 presents MAE values for the Type I

equations in Table 11 for each projection time and cycle for the cool

season. The standard error of the MAE9 for the daytime verification

times also are shown. Note that the differences between the daytime

and nighttime values of MAE for each projection time are between one

and two standard deviations. Therefore, the day/night differences in

verification scores may only be marginally significant.

Table 15. MAE (standard error) for the Type I equations for the
cool season.

Projection time OOZ 12Z

12-hour 5.64(.4000)

24-hour 657N 5.97(.3965)

36-hour 6.16(.4037)

N indicates a 0400 PST valid time.

The standard error of the MAE is computed as follows:

I

21

1/2

(d - d)

S =1 1=1

- I

MAE
1/2

[n]

where di is the absolute value of the forecast error, and n is the
sample size.
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A result relating to the direction forecasts further supports the

existence of day/night differences for the cool season. As presented

in Section 5.3, the daytime values of MAE for the cool season direc-

tion forecasts are less (better) than the values of MAE for nighttime

verification times. The opposite result holds for the warm season;

that is, the values of MAE for direction are less for nighttime veri-

fication times than for daytime verification times.

A study by Janowiak (1981) tested the usefulness of LFM boundary

layer predictors in MOS surface wind forecasts. He found that for

stations in the western United States, the equations with boundary

layer predictors performed better in the warm season (April through

September). For the cool season, however, the equations without

boundary layer predictors performed better than the equations with

boundary layer predictors. He offered no explanation for these re-

sults. The equations in this study that have the best results for

the 12-hour, 12Z forecasts and the 24-hour, OOZ forecasts (both have

night valid times) for both seasons, all have boundary layer predic-

tors. This result may help to explain why the cool season, nighttime

forecast equations have worse scores than the daytime forecast

equations. This result and the results of the direction forecasts

indicate day/night differences in the performance of the forecast

equations.

Bodin and Fredriksson (1981) show that the largest values of RNSE

for San Gorgonio Pass, California, occur at 0400 PST. San Gorgonio

Pass has a wind regime very similar to the warm season at Goodnoe

Hills. This evidence and the evidence presented above leads to the
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conclusion that there may be physical reasons for the differences in

verification scores for the daytime and nighttime forecasts. It is

hoped that future studies with larger data sets may resolve this ob-

served effect more conclusively.

6.2 Comparison to Other Studies

In this section, comparisons are made to the results obtained by

other studies that were mentioned in Chapter 3. These comparisons

will be made using two absolute measures of forecast performance;

namely, MAE and RMSE. The reasons for the use of these two measures

were presented inSection 4.6.1. Comparisons will be made for wind

speed and also for wind direction (when available). First, the re-

suits are compared to MOS guidance for NWS stations. Two studies by

TDL show verifications for speed and direction. The results of these

two studies are given for all U.S. stations and also a group of 17

stations in the NWS Western Region. Next, comparisons are made to

Gilhousen's results (1980) for both speed and direction. The objec-

tive and subjective forecasts for a wind energy site in Sweden (Bodin

and Fredriksson, 1981) are presented, and this section concludes with

a comparison of power/no power forecasts (Wegley, 1982).

The results of two verification studies are presented for TDL's

MOS surface wind forecasts. The first study has LFM boundary layer

predictors in the equations, whereas the second study does not. In

May 1981, TDL dropped the LFN forecast surface pressure and boundary

layer fields from all MOS surface wind forecast equations. These two

studies are regular yearly assessments of MOS surface wind forecast
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performance. It should be noted here that these verification results

are for NWS stations that usually do not have as "difficultt' a wind

regime as Goodnoe Hills.

The verification for the warm season for 1980 (also April through

September) was for 90 stations across the U.S. (Maglaras etal. 1981).

The MOS surface wind speed forecasts achieved an MAE of 3.3 mph for all

90 stations for 18-hour forecasts and 3.9 mph for 30-hour forecasts.

The best overall MAE achieved by this study for Goodnoe Hills is 5.8

mph for the warm season (Table 10). TDL's direction forecasts for the

warm season had a MAE of 30° and 37° for the 18- and 30-hour forecasts,

respectively. The warm season MAE for direction at Goodnoe Hills

ranges from 24° to 35° (Table 13).

A notable result from TDL's 1980 verification study is that MAE's

generally are worse for the 17 NWS Western Region stations. Forecasts

for these stations achieved overall MAE's of 3.9 and 4.1 mph for the

18- and 30-hour forecasts, respectively. The 18-hour MAE for direction

was 34°, whereas the 30-hour MAE for direction also was 34°, a slight

improvement over the score for all 90 stations. A possible explanation

for worse scores is relatively poor initialization of the LFM model

west of the region (i.e., over the Pacific Ocean) in comparison to

better initialization for the rest of the U.S. stations. Weather

generally moves west to east over the continental U.S. and therefore

LFM predictors could lose forecast accuracy due to data-poor initiali-

zation over the ocean. Also, the terrain effects (on winds) in the

NWS Western Region are much more important than in other regions of the

U.S., and these effects are not as yet adequately described in the

models.



The verification for the 1981 warm season had slightly higher

MAE's overall for the 95 U.S. stations. This result is attributed to

the dropping of the boundary layer fields from the set of possible

predictors (Carter et al., 1982). For the overall verification for

95 stations, the 18- and 30-hour results were 3.5 and 4.0 mph, re-

spectively, for the wind speed and 290 and 30°, respectively, for

wind direction. For the 17 western stations, the results were 4.0

and 4.1 mph, respectively, for speed and 34° and 310, respectively,

for direction.

Gilhousen (1980) developed MOS wind forecasts for nine DOE wind

energy sites having anemometer hieghts of 150 feet. For the OOZ cycle,

he achieved an average MAE of 4.95 mph for 12-hour forecasts and 5.42

mph for 24-hour forecasts. Recall that there was no division of the

samples according to season. For Goodnoe Hills, the best OOZ cycle,

12-and 24-hour MAE's for wind speed are 5.64 and 6.42 mph (Table 10).

A summary of Gilhousen's wind speed results is presented in Table 16.

His direction MAE's ranged from 23.7° to 35.3° for the 12-hour fore-

casts and from 27.3° to 50.3° for the 24-hour forecasts. Goodnoe

Hills range for best direction forecasts is 24° to 47°.

In Section 6.1 a comparison was made between one of Gilhousen's

sites and Goodnoe Hills. San Gorgonio Pass, California is a DOE wind

energy site located 80 miles east of Los Angeles. Although the

meteorological tower is located on the floor of the pass, the site

is similar to that of the Columbia Gorge. The pass is oriented
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Table 16. Gilhousen (1980) MOS wind speed MAE and RMSE (mph) OOZ
cycle, 12-hour and 24-hour results.

MAE RMSE
DOE Site 12-Hour 24...Hour 12--Hour 24-Hour

Point Arena, CA. 4.82 5.47 6.32 7.41

San Gorgonio, CA. 8.53 7.44 10.82 9.63

Huron, SD. 4.32 5.24 5.69 6.54

Kingsley Dam, NB. 5.13 5.80 6.61 7.53

Russell, KS. 3.90 5.00 5.04 6.41

Boone, NC. 5.56 4.95 7.41 6.29

Holyoke, MA. 4.30 4.84 5.58 6.25

Montauk Point, NY. 4.73 5.44 6.12 6.70

Block Island, RI. 3.94 4.88 5.20 6.52

Overall 4.95 5.42 6.63 7.08

east-west and the winds are driven by convergence towards a thermal

low, a situation which is similar to the warm season regime at Goodnoe

Hills. It has a strong diurnal variation that also bears some simi-

larities to that at Goodnoe Hills.

Giohousen's verification scores for San Gorgonio Pass had the maxi-

mum error for the nine sites (Table 16). One possible cause of this

performance may be that the LFM model does not describe the thermally

driven wind regime as well as the wind regimes at other sites. Con-

sidering the similar situations for Goodnoe Hills and San Gorgonio

Pass, equations developed separately for each season may have improved

the forecasts. It also can be argued that the reduced number of cases
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may have contributed to less accurate forecasts. Gilhousen inflated

all the forecasts and boundary layer fields were included in his set

of possible predictors.

Bodin and Fredriksson (1981) developed their own numerical-

statistical forecast model for a particular site in Sweden, and they

also verified two types of subjective forecasts (see Chapter 3).

The subjective Type A forecasts had numerical-statistical guidance

with early on site observations as an added predictor (three hours

past initial data time). The Type B forecasts had guidance available

that had observations from the site that were nine hours past initial

data time.

The numerical-statistical forecasts achieved a RNSE of 5.08 mph

for the 12-hour, cool season forecasts. The same forecast system had

a RNSE of 6.5 mph for the 30-hour, cool season forecasts. Figure 9

shows the results for Bodin and Fredriksson's study (1981) with in-

creasing projection time.

The power/no power results for Goodnoe Hills are presented in

Table 14. Recall that the PC scores ranged from 67.6 to 85.4 for the

entire study. Wegley (1982) obtained results for power/no power fore-

casts that are similar to the results presented here. Using Gilhousen's

(1980) l2Z cycle forecasts for San Gorgonio Pass, California, he ob-

tained a PC of 86 for power forecasts and 78 for no power forecasts.

The overall value of PC, as calculated for this study, would be 81.8

for Glihousen's forecasts.
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Figure 9. Diurnal variation of wind speed forecast error at Forsuiark,
Sweden (Bodin and Fredrikkson, 1981)
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

One difficulty in determining the success or failure of this

forecasting system is that the user has established no criteria for

acceptable accuracy. Bodin and Fredriksson (1981) have determined

that the Swedish State Power Board require the following permissible

RNSE for a 10% penetration of wind power Into the utility grid:

RMSE(MPH) FORECAST PROJECTION

2.24 < 4 hours

3.36 4-10 hours

4.48 >10 hours

It should be noted, however, that all of the 10% penetration would

not occur at any one site. Also, the requirements for the Northwest

power grid may differ greatly from the requirements for the system in

Sweden.

The discussion in Section 6.2 has demonstrated that the results

obtained in this study are comparable to those obtained in previous

studies. An overall assessment of the results for Goodnoe Hills

leads to a conclusion that the forecasting system produces reasonably

accurate forecasts, taking into consideration the small data set and

the many local effects at the site. The values of MAE and RMSE (Table

10, Section 5.2), however, do show considerable possibility for im-

provement. The best RMSE's range from 7.57 to 7.97 mph, whereas the

value mentioned by Bodin and Fredriksson (1981) of 4.48 mph would

represent a very good level of accuracy for WTG sites.
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PC scores, particularly for the cool season, do demonstrate a

good number of hits with respect to the MOD-2 performance curve.

These scores, however, must be viewed along with the category design -

a large wind speed category that provides an opportunity for a large

number of hits. PC scores for the 5-mph categories show hits for

approximately one-fourth of the occasions. The standards of compari-

son forecast the broad 0-15 mph category with a very high frequency

and, thus, many MOD-2 HSS's are low or less than one. The HSS's for

the 5-mph categories also indicate relatively low skill.

The VDSS's, however, were all positive. This measure shows skill

over the standards of comparison with respect to near misses as well

as hits (see Section 4.6). It was encouraging that the scores for the

warm season, 5-mph categories indicated a fairly high level of skill.

VOSS is preferred over HSS as a skill score because the former unlike

the latter, takes into account the magnitude of the error.

Gilhousen (1980) raises the following question: How much of the

lack of accuracy shown is due to the small developmental data set and

how much is due to the fact that the site in question (here Goodnoe

Hills) is a difficult, windy site for forecasting? Unfortunately,

this preliminary study is unable to provide an answer to this question.

A much larger set of developmental and test data must be archived and

further studies be conducted to investigate this issue. However, the

forecasting system developed here still can be used operationally at

the present time, although it should be employed only with a great

deal of caution as to its reliability and with an ongoing verification!

evaluation program.



Several techniques employed in this study have been shown to be

useful and can be applied to other objective surface wind forecasts.

NOS extrapolation often was selected as a predictor f or the forecast

equations and occurred in several equations that were summarized in

the best verification results. Further studies may reveal that MOS

extrapolation can be a valuable tool in providing objective wind fore-

casts for remote sites that have similar regimes as the MOS station.

Wind energy sites, however, frequently are located in rough terrain

such as Goodnoe Hills whereas many MOS surface wind forecast stations

are airfields that are selected for level ground and light, favorable

winds. This consideration may affect a decision to test MOS extra-

polation for some sites.

Current or recent observations at the site or at nearby NWS

synoptic network stations also may prove to be valuable predictors for

statistical surface wind forecasts at wind energy sites. The pressure

observations selected as predictors for warm season forecasts and the

importance of persistence as predictors for both seasons indicate that

observations may be important for any site-specific objective surface

wind forecasts. The success of the Type III (no NWP predictors) equa-

tion for the 12-hour, OOZ cycle, warm season forecasts indicates that

the observations may be even more valuable for shorter-term forecasts

with projection times less than 12 hours as well as for situations

where the NWP predictors have a considerable time lag between genera-

tion and reception.

Component equation development for speed forecasts (Types IV-

VII) may also merit some further application. Several instances of



the Type VII (independently developed u and v equations resolved for

speed forecasts) are found in the best verification results. It may

be shown in future studies that forecasts can be substantially im-

proved through refinement in the v component equations, at least for

those sites where an east-west regime exists. If there are already u

component equations that have good performance, then the improvements

in the v component equation may enable the resulting speed forecasts

to surpass the performance of equations that forecast speed directly.

The limitations of this study with respect to the small number of

developmental and test cases suggest several improvements for future

studies in this area. In addition, the results of this study indicate

new investigations that could greatly improve statistical surface wind

forecasting. Some suggestions for future study are presented below.

1. Continue the development of forecast equations for Goodnoe Hills

using additional data for 1981 and 1982. The bi-annual compila-

tion of synoptic station data for these two years should now be

available from the National Climatic Center. The other necessary

data have been acquired, and it is hoped that the number of missing

cases for 1981 and 1982 at Goodnoe Hills is small. The more data,

the more stable the forecast equations can be formulated.

2. Establish the user's requirements for forecast accuracy. This

necessitates a study on the economic value of wind power forecasts

for a projected penetration of wind power from Goodnoe Hills and!

or other sites into the Northwest power grid. Wegley (1982) sug-

gests that previous work done in relating RMSE to cost of power



production per week can demonstrate savings produced by accurate

forecasts.

3. Explore various transformations of the predictand prior to develop-

inent of the forecast equations. Transformations such as Y.'=l/Y.
1 1

or Y.'=l/(Y.+l) may provide a vector of Y. that more nearly

approximates the normal distribution. Weisberg (1981) suggests

these two transformations as appropriate for applying to positive-

ly skewed variables such as wind speed.

4. Investigate the development of probabilistic wind speed

forecasts. Forecasts in probabilistic terms can offer users a

better presentation of information than a specific wind speed

value. In addition, probabilistic speed forecasts can serve as

input to objective or semi-objective decision making schemes.

Glihousen (1980) developed separate equations to forecast the

probability of seven categories of wind speed. The equation used

to forecast specific values of wind speed was derived simultan-

eously with the seven equations that forecast probability. This

co-development was conducted in order to enhance consistency

between the results of his specific wind speed forecasts and the

probabilistic forecasts. The method of predictor selection used

was similar to that used by Miller (1964). The predictor that

provides the highest reduction of the variance for any one of the

eight predictands is chosen. This method could also be applied

to the developmental data sets for Goodnoe Hills.



5. Explore methods to reduce the time lag in reception of NWP pre-

dictors for use in these forecasts. It is reasonable to assume

that having 12-hour projections of model output or MOS surface

wind forecasts available as predictors for the 12-hour surface

wind forecasts at Goodnoe Hills would improve forecast accuracy

(simply by virtue of the fact that shorter-term forecasts - in

this case, predictors - are usually more accurate than longer-

term forecasts).

6. Concentrate a large effort on short-term forecasts that are less

than 12-hours - the goal being hourly forecasts of very high

accuracy for use by schedulers. Accomplishment of recommendation

3 would aid in this effort.

7. Investigate other observational variables such as temperature as

possible predictors. Another predictor that should be examined

would be observations of surrounding surface winds in order to

obtain forecast information on the convergence field (Glahn, 1980).

The wind predictors may be particularly applicable to the meso-

scale thermal low that dominates the wind regime in the warm

season.

8. Examine the possibility of eliminating the boundary layer model

output predictors from the cool season nighttime forecasts.

An overall conclusion of this study is that accurate surface

wind forecasts can be provided for a "difficult" wind energy site such

as Goodnoe Hills by a statistical forecasting system. The value of ob-

jective surface wind forecasts for WTG sites will be demonstrated by

increased accuracy of surface wind forecasts, which will result in

lower operating costs for power generation.
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Appendix I-lA. Climatology for Coodnoe Hills at 0400 PST. (Climatology wind speed forecasts for each
month are In the "mean" column.)

CALM 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
TO TO TO TO TO TO IC TO TOTAL SPEC

PERIOD 16 18 . 20 22 24 26 28 45 49 aBS PEAN SO

1976 Ii! 12 12 26 12 13 10 46 0 2414 17.0 10.5
...22.......66 ...345 .17...8.... 11.6.

1978 1314 15 10 21 17 15 15 42 0 265 16.2 10.4
.1979 110 21 8 13 12 10 3 21 3 198 14.0 9L
1980 163 20 16 35 24 14 21 48 0 3141 16.5 9.9
19151 83 17 .. 15 16 12 19 8 29 1 200 17.8 9.8
JAN 69 1 1 3 2 0 3 5 0 814 8.6 6.6

.,6..... 7....... 4 7..... 2 ......2......0 ..,,99.. .11.2 e.o
MAR 61. 12 6 15 13 12 7 25 0 j51. 18.1 9.8
APR 63 10 13 14 12... 10. 6 26 0 151.. 17.0 9,7
MAY 143 11 3 16 10 12 7 1414 2 14.8 21.8 10.9
JUN 36 8 8. 8 10 Ii. 14 21 C 122 21.2 9.2
JUL 37 10 17 1. 9 11 33 0 137 20. 8.7

16 ........10........... 8 .10... 32 ...... 0..... 1144 19.7 9.0
SEP 63 11 6 12 7 5 10 17 0 131 16.1 5.9
OCT 93 13 5 13 1, 5 1 11.. 0 1148 13.1 5.3
NOV 78 8 5 6 14 2 14 15 1 12.! 13.2 11.3
DEC 98

. 12 8 . 10 2 12 3 .5.! 13.6 11.0

TOTAL 107 71 137 92 85 79 252 6 1597 16.7 10.5

Note: Period of record for Appendix I is from 26 March 1976 to 31 December 1981.

(1



Appendix I-lB. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 0400 PST.

Distributions in Percent
(Speed Categories-mph)

CALM 16 18 20 22 2'. 26 28
__T_T.__.

PERIOD 16 18 20 22 2 26 28 'iS '.9 OgS

1976 '.6.3 14.9 4.9 10.7 14.9 5.3 4.1 18.9 G.G 2.'i
1977 45.5 .4s 5.2 7,5 14,3. '.1 F-.'. 19.1 .1.', 3's5
1978 '.9.8 5.6 3.7 7.8 6.3 5.6 5,6 15.6 0.0 269

1980 47.8 5.9 s.7 10.3 7.0 4.1. 6.2 14.1 0.0 341
191 41,5 .5 7,58.0 EeQ. 9.5.. '..0 14,5 .5 200

JAN 82,1. 1.2 1.2 3. 2,14 Q.0. ,6 Ô,Q 0.0 84
FE3 68.7 3.0 6.1 7.1 1s.0 7.1 2.0 2.0 0.0 99

APR '.0.9 E.5 8.14 9.1 7.8 6.5 3.9 i.9 0.0 1514
MAY 29.1.. ?.4 2.0 10.8 6.8 8.3. '..7 29.7 j14 3.L

JUN 29.5 E.6 6.6 6.6 8.2 9.J 11.5 22.1 0.t 1c2
JUL 27.0 4.'. 7.3 12.4 10.2 6. 8.0 24.1 0.0 i37
AUG 33.3 8.3 5.6 11.1 .9 5.6 6.9 22.2 0.0 1.'.',

SEP 48.l e.'. 14.6 9.2 5.3 3.8 7.6 13.0 0.0 131
OCT 62.8 8.8 31 8.8 2.7 3,'. .7 (3., 0,0 1.48
NOV 63.4 .5 4.i. 14.9 3.3 1.6 3.3 12. .8 123
DEC 7.8 . 5.2 ..ó.5... 1.3 2.6 -.. 7.8 2.fl_ 153..

TOTAL 47.6 .7 Li.) 8.f 5.8 5.3 +.9 15.8 .4 x597

0'



Appendix I-iC. Climatology for Coodnoe Hills at 0400 PST.

OIRECTTO CAT6GOXES

PERIOD N NNE N FNE E S( SE SSE S SSW SW WSW t WNW NW uPW CALt TCT....L CS
1976 3 4 2 7 7 11 5 5 1 1 4 7 25 29 9 19 121977 8 13 16 64 16 11 7 13 7 4 5 18 14 56 46 _5 11 34.1978 5 5 3 8 23 7 4 9 5 3 5 5 13 86 17 3 121979 3 5 - 4 - 6 1? 14 10 0 2 3 7 9 49 34 6 9 41980 3 8 q 18 29 14 4 8 1 3 3 17 144 60 7 3 33g.1961 3 5 7 7 16 1 2 4 C 2 5 23 98 12 0 2 2 189

JAN 3 4 3 2 8 6 8 6 2 4 3 2 Ii 4 2 2 12FEB 2 7 1 2 15 3 2 8 3 1 4 10 17 9 4 8 3 99MAR 2 6 7 5 10 2 2 2 3 4 6 12 36 17 3 2 2 1392 6 6 6 7 6 3 2 1 0 2 11 58 30 5 1 2WAY 2 1 4 5 6 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 69 46 6 2 2 14/JUN 1 2 4 2 1 1 0 0 C 0 2 7 38 28 1'. 4 6 104JUL 1 1 3 5 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 £, 3' 34 18 2 0 106AUG 5 0 1 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 14 50 29 5 10 0 114SEP 1 2 1. I. 7 9 3 1 C 1 6 2 26 31 8 9 5OCT 4 2 6 11 2 11 3 2 0 2 0 4 35 22 6 10 3 1'?NOV 0 1 I. 2 ii q 6 9 3 2 6 10 27 12 6 6 10 12JDEC 2 2 1 5 12 7 3 9 5 2 11 11 42 19 7 7 5

TOTAL 25 40 41 2 108 58 32 35 1 16 29 79 463 277 85 63 44 13

\0
-.4



Appendix I-iD. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 0400 PST.

OISTRIflU10CIS IN PE(T

OI'CTIOP. CTE(OIES

PERIOfl U NE UF ME t ESE so ssi S SSW SW WCW W WW UN N'W C81P TCTOL LS
1976 Z.62.71.'. 4.6 4.6 7.5 3.4 3.4 .7 .7 2.7

-

4.8
-

17.0 19.7 6.1 1 6.21977 2.3 3.6 -..7 4.1 £.,7 3.2 2.0 3. 2.0 l. 1.5 5.2 1.1 16.3 13.4 7.3 3.2 3'.,1979 1.9 1.9 1.1 3.0 6.6 2.6 i. 1.9 1.9 .i 1.0 1.0 27.1 32.0 8.3 1.1 4.5 2691979 1.6 2.7 2.2 3.3 03 7.7 5.5 0.0 1.1 1.f' S .6 4.9 26.0 18.7 3.3 .9 2.21960 .9 2.e 2.7 3.3 9.7 '..Z 1.2 2.4 .3 .9 .3 5.x 43.4 10.1 2.1. 2.7 3321961 - i.E 2.6 3.7 .7 6.5 .5 1.1 2.1 0.0 1.1 I.E 1.2 60.9 6.3 3.0 1.1 .1 8i

JAN 3.7 4.1 3.7 2.'. '7.8 7.3 9.8 7.3 2.'. 4.3 3.7 2.'. 13.6 4.9 2.'. 2.'. 1.4.6 81FEA 2.0 7.1 1.0 2.0 15.2 3.0 2.0 .1 3.0 1.0 4.0 17.c 9.1 '..0 8.1 3.0 991.4 63 5.0 3.6 7.2 1.4 1.'. 1.'. .7 2.Q '..3 6.6 40.3 12.2 Z.. 1.. 1.4 139APR 1.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.7 4.0 2.0 1.3 .7 (..0 1.3 1.'. !6. 20.1 4.0 .7 1.3'laY 1.4 .7 2.7 14 4.1 .7 0.0 C.0 .7 0.0 0.0 1.4 46.2 31.3 4.1 1. 1.4 14?JUN 1.0 j1 3.6 1.9 1.5 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 i.Q 6.7 3E. 2r,.0 13.5 3.8 0.0Jul .9 . 2.0 4.? 2.0 .9 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.2 0.0 3.6 32.1 32.1 :7.1 1.9 0.3 1.00AUr, 4.'. Q3 q 2.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 .. 3.5 '.3.2 15.4 .4 8.6 0.2.0 1.8 .3 3.2 6.4 4.2 2.7 .9 0.0 .9 0.0 i.o 23.'- 28.2 7.! '4.2 4.5 111OCT 2.7 1.'. 4.1 7.5 7.7 7.5 2.t 1.4 0.0 1.'. 2.0 0.7 3.6 15.0 '..: ,.4 2.NOV 0.0 5.8 3,3 1.7 '3.2 7.5 .G 4.2 2.6 1.7 0.2 8.3 22.5 10.0 5.0 5.Q .3 103OFO 1.4 1.4 .7 3.'. 1.2 4.6 2.1 6.2 3.'. 1.4 75 7.5 26.6 13.3 4.0 4.8 i

TOTAL 1.7 2.7 2.6 .6 7.'. 4.0 2.2 2.'. 1.1 1.1 2.0 5.'. 31.6 18.9 5.0 'e.3 3.0 1.E3



Appendix I-2A. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 1600 PST. (Climatology forecasts for each month
are in the "mean" column.)

Speed Categories (mph)

CALM 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
TO TO TO To TO TO IC IC TOTAL SPEEDPERIOD 16 18 20 22 2 26 28 49 49 aBS LAt' so

1976 114 27 5 17 13 12 17 30 0 243 17.1.1977. . ...i65.... 21 17 22 Ii 20 20 E7.....5 ......3L.8 .. 15.01978 129 19 24 14 9 11 14 45 0 265
.12.1

16.4 10.51979 115 18 5 15 5 12 13 it. 1 .198 14.6 9.31980 186 14 21 31 11. 11. 1' 49 0 343 15.R 10.01981 110 15 15 18 11. 8 10 30 0 220 16.4 C.6JAN 70 2 2 0 1 1 1 4 0 84 g.o 9.1...FLB........ 3, .4.5..... 3 7.2... 102 13.4 1Q.6MAR 70 9 4 13 4 13 10 31 0 i54 17.9 1.0.3AR 71 10 11 10 9 9 6 28 2 156 18.6 10.7MAY 53 jL 7 12 5 9 13 35 3 148 19.5 10.1JUN 42 . 9 9 10 6 6 17 22 1 . 122 20.0 9.5JUL 52 10 13 15 8 9 6 28 0 141 19.7
.

Q4AUG ........... ..70.... 12 ....... 18 ..................... 6 ... 7 ......... 27 ........ 0....... 15. 17.8 9.2SEP 62 12 9 12 3 8 8 16 3 130 16.8 9.8OCT 90 14 12 8 5 2 6 9 0 149 13.4 8.6NOV 80 7 4 11 3 1 4 14 0 124 12.7
.

0.3DEC 93 7 7 5 7 8 4 22 1 1St. 14.5 1i.9

TOTAL 8i9 114 87 117 66 77 88 243 6 1617 16.5 10.5

¼0



Appendix I-2B. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 1600 PST.

Distributions in Percent
(Speed Categories-mph)

CALM 16 18 20 22 2. 26 28
TO .... ,...TQ.....JO

PERIOD 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 49 ODS

1976 46.9 11,1 2.1 7.0 5.3 4.9 7.0 15.6 0.0 243
1977 47.4 6,0 4,9 6,3 3,2 5,7 5,7 19.3 1,'. 3't
1978 48.7 7.2 .1 5.3 3.4 4.2 5. 17.0 0.0 265

.9,1 T,. ....5 ... 7.1
1980 5'..2 '..l 6.1 9.0 4.1 4.1 4.1 14.3 0.0 343
1981 50.0 6,8 6.8 3,2 6.'s 3,6 4,5 13,6 0.0 220

JAN 3,3 2.4 2.4 0.0 1.2 1,2 4,8 e,e 0.0 8',
FEB 4.7 7.8 3.9 2.9 3.9 4.9 2. 6.9 2.0 102
fIAR .45.5 5.8 ...... 2.6 .4* 2. 8.4*... 6.5 ... 20.1 ....... .0.0 ....154*
APR 4.5 .' 7.1 6.4 5.8 5.8 3.8 17.9 1.3 156
MAY 35.8 9.5 4.7 8.1 3.4 6.1 8.8 23. 0.0 14d
JUN 3'..4 .4 7.' 8.2 t,9 4.9 13.9 18.13 .8 12
JUL 3b.9, 7.1 9.2 10.6 5.7 6.4 '.3 19.9 0.0 141
AUG 45.8 7.8 3.3 11.8 5.2 3.9 4.6 17.6 u.Q 153
SEP 47,7 9.2 6.9 9.2 2.3 6.2 6.2 i.3 i.0 130
OCT .60.4 9.4 8.1 5.4 5.6 1.3 4.,( 6.0 0.0 1L.c
NOV 64.5 5.6 3.2 8.9 2.4 .8 3.2 11.3 0.0 124
DEC....,.. 60.1 .........4.5 ......... 4.5 .......5.2 .6 .16.3 ........

TOTAL 50.6 7.1 5... 7.2 4.1 4.8 .4 15.8 .4 1617
I-.00



Appendix [-2C. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 1600 PST.

prc:oo

1976 2 2 I. 14 5
1977 13 9 2 7 17
1978 2 3 6 5 8
1979 2 3 6 3 12
1980 4 2 5 9 1

1981 3 2 3 5 11

JAN 4 2 2 3 12
FE9 1 1 5 6 9
MAP 2 7 2 2 6

1 2 5 14 12
MAY 2 2 2 0 4
JUN 2 1 i 1 1
JUL 1 1 1 2 0
AUG 1 2 C 2 2
SEP 0 0 0 2 0
OCT 0 1 14 6 8
NOV 2 1 2 8

0CC 7 0 3 3 9

TOTL 2 21 26 33 71

0!PECTTOt C*TEGOfl3

CSE SE 55 S SSW SW WEW W WNW tIN

6 11 14 8 2 1 24 24 19 9
10 9 21 25 17 12 36 AC 44 23
16 15 13 9 8 16 44 61 42 5
16 12 6 6 6 9 24 54 20 1
29 11 1 17 114 .33 56 97 214 2
14 6 1 9 6 140 34 65 1 0

7 6 6 14 3 2 2 8 3 2
7 3 6 7 1 5 9 19 5 7
7 6 3 7 8 9 22 5Q ii 1

10 5 5 7 1 18 18 45 16 2
2 2 5 7 7 i' 3Q 47 22 1
1 0 1 8 5 11 c3 38 11 1
3 14 3 5 I. 10 31 23 15

11 2 5 6 3 23 21 32 11 1
5 8 5 11 7 4 19 26 15 6

12 16 114 4 8 7 17 25 17 14

16 5 0 0 3 1 0 29 15 2
10 7 9 2 5 7 16 39 3 7

01 66 70 74. 55 111 218 .381 150 0

141'W C.ILP 16041 O

7 44

.3 10
3 '3 265
0 1 185
2 I

1 1 21J

1. 13 82
1 2

0 J 1L,3
3 0 15i
1. 0

a o

1 0

a

1 0 1U
14 1 148
1 6

5 7 1145

26 29 148w

I.0
I-..



Appendix I-2D. Climatology for Goodnoe Hills at 1600 PST.

OISTPTFUI!CP.S It PERCENT

r)IpCTIC CATEt.C1ES

ERIOO N KtE H (NE 6 (SE SE 550 3 SSW SW WIN W WNW NW IUW CALI TCSIL Un1

1976 1 '. 1 4 2 7 2 7 3 I. 4 7 5 6 5 8 1 4 7 16 1, 16 4 13 0 6 2 4 8 2 7
1977 3.7 2.6 .6 2.0 4.9 2.9 '.6 6.0 7.2 4.9 3.4 10.3 23.0 12.6 6.6 3.7 2.9 3401979 .8 1.1 2.3 1.9 3.0 6.0 5.7 4C 3.'. 3.6 6.0 16.6 23.0 15.8 1.9 1.1 3.4 2551979 1.1 1.6 3.2 1.6 6.5 9.1, 6.5 4.3 3.2 4.3 4.9 13.0 29.2 10.9 .5 6.0 .5 lAS
1980 1.2 .6 1.5 2.7 5.4 8.7 3.3 2.1 5.1 4... 3.9 6.' .9.0 7.2 .6 .6 1.2
1991 1.4 1.0 1.' 2.4 5.2 .7 3.8 3.3 4.3 2.9 i.o 16.2 31.4 .5 0.0 .5 .5 213

JAN 4.9 2.4 2.4 3.7 14.6 8.5 0.8 7.3 40 37 2.'. 2.'. 9.8 3.7 2.'. 1.2 15.5 8.F 1.0 1.0 5.1 6.1 9.1 7.1 3.0 .1 7.1 1.0 .1 9.1 lC.2 9.1 7.1 '..0 .o 9MAR 1.4 4. 1.'. 1.'. 4.2 4.0 4.2 3. 4.5 5.6 6.3 iS... 35. 7.7 .7 4.0 3.0 143APR .6 1.3 3.2 2.6 7.8 6.5 !.2 3.2 4.5 .6 11.7 11.7 29.2 16.4 1.3 .3 0.6 154
1.4 1.'. 1. (.0 2.7 1.'. 1.4 3.4 4.7 4.1 9.5 20.3 31.0 1..1 .7 .7 0.0 1.0JUN 1.9 1.0 1.0 1. 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 7.1 4.8 10.5 .1.9 36.2 10.5 1.6 0.2 0.0 163JUL .9 .9 .9 i.8 5.0 2.7 .E 2.7 4.9 3.6 9.1 28.2 13.6 .S .9 0.6AUG .8 j1 0.0 1.6 1.6 A. 1.6 4.0 4.0 2.4 19.5 1.) 29.0 8.9 .9 1.6 3.0 124SEP 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.0 4.6 7.3 4.E 10.1 6.'. 17 7s 2!.' 63.8 5.5 .9 2.3OCT 0.0 .7 2.7 L.( 0.'. 8.1 10.6 95 2.7 ... .7 11.9 i.° 11.. 2.7 2.7 .7

NOV 4.1 1.7 .0 1.? 6.6 1.2 4.1 5.0 5.0 2.5 .8 8.3 Z'..6 12.4 1.7 3.3 5.0 12.
4.8 0.3 2.1 2.1 6.2 6.9 4.9 6.2 1.4 3.'. 4.0 11.0 26.9 6.2 '..P 3.'. 6.8 143

TOTAL 1.7 1.'. 1.7 2.2 4.8 6j 44 4.7 5.6 3.7 7.5 :u.7 ?5.F 60.1 2.7 1.7 1.5 1488
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Appendix 11-lA: 12 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 R2 - ' "
a ans MAE RMSE PC flSSt) USS(P) VDSS(M) VDSS(P) D1K) PWR/PC

.37 18.697 6.27 8.02 30.86 -.03 .04 .391 .186 77.14
II .31 18.808 6.16 7.76 26.29 -.09 -.02 .412 .215 72.51

111 .43 18.118 5.81 7.57 31.43 -.02 .05 .442 .254 80.57
IV .S1,.0I 15.057 7.17 9.38 37.14 .07 .13 .362 .147 31.01 76.00
V .57,.07 15.590 6.45 8.56 38.29 .08 .14 .421 .226 30.86 77.71

vi .63,.09 16.147 6.22 8.14 38.29 .08 .14 .412 .215 28.80 76.00
VII .68,.08 16.331 6.63 8.78 41.14 .13 .18 .414 .218 28.00 77.14

fleveiomental moan ;peed: 18.25 spIt I - Stepwise regression of alt available speed predictorS.
Test mean speed: 18.80 iu.ph It - NPA received verlalties (no PKS forecasts).
I'C for 1It210S: 32.57

28.UO
(YKIIS) III -

IV -
Mo ma predIctors.
Voiced ii and v compuneUt eqtes. of predictors selected by Type I.PC For persistence:

Power/No Power PC for IlQi()S: 40.0(1 V - Forced is anti v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type ii.
rower/Ho Power rc for 1sernlsteucc: 74.8(s Vt - EorceI u and v component eqtne. of predictors selected by Type 111.

forVII - I ndepensient I y derIved u anti v component equal Ions resolved
s1,ced toter 1st.

HOt ES:

Asterisk () I,sitcates scores for the Inflated version of that Type.
' Combined equation tykes indicate same pre4lrtor were selected fur Itotli types.

Two ent r lea ispisier K for Types IV I tsrossgli VII are for the is antI v compossesits respectively.
' hISS and VOSS ml IwsI by (H) I n,Iicates HEllOS At andarti of roiar inn., anti by (I') lnilic,stes a persislence tta.idard

of comparison.
l'WR.PC Is Pt: score for Power/No Lower forecasts.

i-i
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Appendix 11-1B: 12 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12 R2 I' I'a Means MAE RNSE PC llSS(M) IiSS(P) VDSSOI) VDSS(P) MAE(I)IR)
I .37 18.697 6.27 8.02 29.14 .22 .16 .461 .245

II .31 18.808 6.16 7.76 22.29 .14 .07 .448 .227

11* 20.747 6.55 8.24 21.14 .13 .06 .443 .220
111 .43 18.118 5.81 7.57 33.71 .27 .21 .514 .319
IV .51,.01 15.057 7.17 9.38 25.71 .18 .12 .367 .113 31.01
IV* 15.867 7.41 9.70 23.43 .15 .09 .352 .092
V .57,.07 15.590 6.45 8.56 24.57 .16 .10 .413 .177 30.86
V* 16.271 6.57 8.71 25.14 .17 .11 .425 .195

VI .63,.09 16.147 6.22 8.14 30.29 .2) .17 .461 .245 28.80
VII .68,.08 16.331 6.63 8.78 27.41 .20 .14 .418 .184 28.00
V1I* 16.911 6.88 9.12 28.00 .20 .14 .418 .184

EqT ION 1Yl'ES
Developmental menu speed: 18.25 mph I - Stepwise regres.ton of all available speed predietors.Test meal) speed: 18.80 mph ii - BPA received variables (no ims Forecasts).PC for IIUk1S: 9.71 (%KHS) Ill - No 11141' ireJletors.PC For persIstence: 16.00 tV - Forced u and v component eqtn. of predictors selected by Type t.

V - Foracul is and V coonent eqtna. of predictors selected by Type II.
Vi - Forced u sisal V conjionelit cqtnn. of predictors selected by iype III.VII - Independently derived a. anal v component equlat ions resolved for

BpCe4t forecast.
NOTiS:

Asterisk (5) Indicates scores For hue Inflated version oF that Type.2
CombIned equation types Indicate same predictors were selected For both types.Two entries uandes ha2 For Types IV tiarough Vii are For time a anal v compouucists respectively." IISS anal VPSS followed by (H) issailcates IICIES standard of comparison anti by (1) l,,dicate a persistence sta,,clardof comparison.

.12-



Appendix I1-2A: 24 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 g23
I.

1s ii
a Heanø MAE KMSE PC IISS(K) IISS(P) VUSS(H) vI)SS(P) MAE(i)IR) PWR.PC

I 6 II .22 20.306 7.09 8.19 20.73 -.14 -.Ot .335 .264 77.20
IV . V .35,.07 16.945 7.10 8.35 26.94 -.05 .07 .314 .240 29.15 69.43
VII .37,.12 17.395 6.94 8.20 26.42 -.06 .06 .328 .256 26.04 72.02

Devetopmcnt.il eaii speed: 20.21 mph
Teat mean speed: 18.81 mph
PC lot UOIOS: )O.S7 (CFcs)
PC for peraIatenc': 21.16
Power/No Power PC (or OCHOS: 31.09
Power/No Power IC for persIstence: 61.36

!!L!!Lit!i.
1 - Stepwise regression of alt available speed predictors.

II - II'A recelveal variables (no IUS forecasts).
lit - No NWP predictors.
IV - Forceti a. and v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type I.
V - Forced a. and v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type II.

VI - Forced u and V cOmponent eqtna. oF predictors selected by Type lit.
VII - indi1.endently derived ii and v component equations resolve.I for

spc.iI Forecast
NOTES:

Asterisk (5) indicates scores for LI.. inflated combs. of that Type.
2 CombIned equation tyeea Indicate same predictors were selected (01 both types.

Two oft rica mailer for Types IV thriiugls VII are for tue ii ;sntI v i.mpossenta respectively.
hISS mail VUSS (ol iowcd by (H) I ml Icates IIOIOS atnmnlarsh (if cnmpar lao.. amid by (I') hid k-ntes a i,CrathtC0e standard
of comilarison.' I'WIt . PC Is PC score (or Power/No Power forecasts.

0
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Appendix TI-2B: 24 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12 R2
I'a Means KAE PC ) VDSS(14) VDSS(P) jj)

I 6 11 .22 20.306 7.09 8.19 28.50 .18 .15 .470 .306
IV 6 V .35,.07 16.945 7.10 8.35 21.76 .11 .07 .428 .251 29.15
VII .37,.12 17.395 6.94 8.20 22.28 .11 .08 .443 .270 26.04

I)evelopmental mean speetl: 20.2) pli I - Stepwlne rcRresslo,: of all available specd predictors.
let mean speed: 18.81 mph II - BPA received varialilee (no 18)5 forecasts).
PC for PIcHOS: 12.44 (GELS) III - No 1841' predictors.
PC for persistence: IS.4 IV - Forr.'d n and v component eqtnn. n predictors e1rcted by Typo I.

V - Forced u and V co.oneflt eqina. of pretliclors selected by Type II.
Vi - Forced ii anti V component eqtns. 01 predIctors aetected by Type Iii.

VII - IuidepeinicittLy derived ii nutti v cuuiupouicnt equations resolved tor
speed forecast.

NOTtS:

Asterisk (5) Idtcates scores (or the 1nftatd veralon of that Type.
2 Combined equsatlon types Indicate same predlctrs were øolpçted for both types.

Two entries suuuiler to, Typos IV through VII are (or (lie us anti V comConesste respect Ivety.
" IISS and VI)SS followed by (1.1) indIcates 1113105 etandarsl of comparison and by (r) Indicates a persistence standardof comparison.

0
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Appendix II-3A: 36 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 8
Mean iIAE RMSE PC USS(M) llSS) VDSS(H) VI)SS(P) ?4AK(IIIR) PWR.PCI & II .18 18.744 1.06 8.98 20.86 -.32 .04 .252 .337 67.91IV & V .31,.04 15.351 7.27 9.89 35.29 -.08 .21 .262 .346 34.73 71.66VII .33,.10 14.700 7.79 10.21 35.29 -.08 .21 .231 .317 33.12 68.45VI1* 15.709 8.01 10.14 38.50 -.03 .25 .239 .325 68.45

1TItS
Iievelop.ental menu ,ipeetl: 18.45 mph I - Stepwlae rejresstofl of nil available øpeed predictors.

liPA variables (no IllS (ovetssLS).Teat mean speed: flt.411
40.11 ('(EtISl

Ii - receIved
III - No NW' preitictorfl.PC for licHOSt

11.65 IV - Pureed u anti v component eqtns. of predictors seicctcd by Type I.rc For persIstence:
4L85 V - Forced is anti v componoist eqtns. of predictors selected by Type 1).rower/No Power PC For IICIIOS:

VI - Forced is anti v roiusponesst eqtns. of predictors selected by Type ill.Power/No Power PC for persistesire 54.01
VII - InticpeutiVsitIY derived is and V co*p000flt eqitattonti resolve.1 for

speesl Forecast
NOTES:

I Asterisk (A) indicates scores for the Inflated version of ihat Type.
Combined equal ion L9e5 indicate same predictors were eIectcJ for both types.

v compunesits respectively.
I Two eDt rica ,ssu.ier for Types IV through VII are fo, the is nd

by (I') indicitten a persistence staud.ird
'

HSS anti VPSS folle,weti by (H) Indicates IICHOS standard of s-nsqnrieon and
of comparison.

'

PVR.PC Is PC score for Power/No Power Forecasts.
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Appendix II-3B: 36 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

1,2 R2 l

IYE a Mean a MAE RHSE
I.

PC IISS(H) IISS(P) VDSS(H) VDSS(P) MAE(DIR)
1 6 II .18 18.744 7.06 8.98 21.93 .12 .09 .425 .366
1 & 11* 21.164 7.67 10.05 23.53 .13 .11 .397 .335

IV & V .31,.04 15.351 7.27 9.89 21.39 .11 .09 .388 .325 34.73
IV 6 V* 16.340 7.47 10.18 20.86 .10 .08 .374 .309
VII .33..1O 14.700 7.79 10.21 19.79 .09 .07 .329 .260 33.12
V1I 15.709 8.01 10.74 20.86 .10 .08 .304 .232

fliji
Developisental meall speed: 18.45 mph I - Stepwlse regression of nil availatile apeed predictors.
Teat moan speed: 18.48 II - RI'A received varIables (110 183$ forecast.).
PC for HCPIOS: 11.76 (YKHS) iii lb NWP predictors.
PC for persistence: 13.90 IV - Forced u and v component eqine. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced u and v co'onent eqtns. of predictors selected by Type II.
VI - Forced u and v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type Iii.

VII - liidependently derived ii and v component equations resolved for
arced forecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk (a) Indicites scores for hue Inflated verstou. of that Type.
2 Combined equation types indicate same predictors were eicted For both types.

Two entries tinder for Types IV through VII are for the u anSI V co*iuo,icuts respectively." IISS and VI)SS followed by (II) Indicates IICIP)S ataudnril of comparison anti by (I') Indicates a persistence standarul
of comparison.

I-i
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Appendix II-4A: 12 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

12 23 1 1 I 5

Means MAE RMSE PC ilSSi) 11SS(P) VDSS(M) VDSS(P) MAF) PWR.PC

1 .30 20.228 6.70 8.23 20.63 -.15 -.07 .323 .168 71.96

II .28 18.958 6.36 7.76 23.28 -.11 -.04 .373 .230 75.13

111 .22 20.424 6.53 7.95 20.63 -.15 -.07 .339 .188 74.60

Iv .46,-.02 17.430 6.89 8.53 33.33 .04 .10 .348 .199 23.82 70.90

V .44,.09 17.110 6.37 7.87 30.69 .00 .06 .357 .210 27.40 71.43

V* 17.922 6.72 8.32 30.16 -.01 .06 .343 .192 71.43

VI .37,0 17.278 6.71 8.14 25.40 -.08 -.01 .303 .143 26.54 69.84

VII .46,.18 17.643 6.83 8.43 33.33 .04 .10 .361 .214 24.06 70.37

EQIAT ION TYPES

Oevelop*ental mean speed: 20.11 ph I - Stepwise regression of all isenliable speed predictors.
'Fest mean speed: 18.55 mph II - NPA received variables (no HOS forecasts).
PC For IlcW)S: 30.69 (PInS) ill - No NWP prediclors.
PC For persIstence: 25.93 IV - Forrest n and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type I.
Power/No Power PC for iltHl)S: 31.22 V - Forced is mid v csimponeuIS eqtns. of preci ictors selected by Type ii.
Power/No Power PC for iersl stence: 61.20 VI - Forced u and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type lii.

VII - Independesitly derived ii and v component equations resolved For
speed loiccant.

NOTES:

Asterisk (*) l,i,Iicate scores for the inFItcd version of timE Type.
2 ComImined equal ion tyes IsIl rate same pical let nm were so I ected (or boils types.

Two entries siuitier for Types 1V through VII are fur the ii and v eimiptiiionts respect lveiy.
" 1155 and VI)SS Fol lowest by (P1) isimhlsal en 11(2105 standard s.f c,smparinoui ansi by (P) isidleatea a persistence stasidard

of compa r I 51)11

l'WP . PC Is PCa iii,'.. For Power/N.m Power isis ceSsi s.

I-s0



Appendix II-4B: 12 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

1,2 R2
' I'jp a Means MAE RNSE PC uiSS(H) HSS(P) VDSSOI) VDSS(P) MAE(D1k)

1 .3(1 20.228 6.70 8.23 23.81 .14 .09 .505 .218
11 .28 18.958 6.36 7.76 22.22 .13 .07 .533 .262
11* 20.104 6.63 8.21 24.87 .15 .10 .535 .265

III .22 20.424 6.53 7.95 23.28 .14 .08 .521 .243
Iv .46,-.02 17.430 6.89 8.53 21.69 .12 .06 .487 .190 23.82
V .44,.09 17.110 6.37 7.87 24.34 .15 .09 .527 .252 27.40

VI .37,0 17.278 6.71 8.14 19.58 .10 .04 .485 .187 26.54
VI* 18.297 7.07 8.65 19.05 .09 .03 .481 .181

VII .46,.18 17.643 6.83 8.43 20.63 .11 .05 .477 .174 24.06

9QkTifl!!i
Developmental meau speeI: 20.17 mph I - Stepiae rerens1on of all available speed predictors.Teat mean speed: t8.5 mph II - Rl'A received variables (Ito I)S lorecasta).PC for llM0S: 11.11 (PUTS) III - Ho 11141' predictors.PC for persie,ice: 16.40 IV - Forced ii and v component eqins. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced is and v coonetIt eqtns. of predictors selected by Type II.VI - Force,l q and v component etns. of iiredlctors selected by Type lit.
Vii - independeutly derived u and v component equations resolved mr

ereed forecast.
HOrES:

Asterisk (C) liulI,atc scores for the Inflated version of that Type.2
f,iml,f nod equat In,. types I,,dl,:ate same predictors vere selected (or both types.Two entries under 11.12 For Types IV through, VII are (or the ii and v components respect Ively.
1155 and VUSS (oll,,wcd 1w (H) indicates IICIK)S standard of comparlsois and by (1') Indicates a persistence stan,Iar,Iof comi)arlsofl.

I-'
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Appendix TI-5A: 24 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 Li is 5
a Mean s MAE RNSE PC IISS(M) IISS(t') VDSS(14) VDSS(P) MAE(l)LK) PWR.PC

I & H .19 18.181 6.77 8.48 22.34 -.30 .04 .217 .225 64.36

iv & v .32,.03 14.079 7.54 9.78 34.04 -.11 .18 .175 .184 35.98 67.55

IV 6 15.295 8.11 10.60 35.11 -.09 .20 .167 .175

VII .35,.07 13.898 7.28 9.74 35.11 -.09 .20 .196 .205 34.65 66.49

VI1* 14.559 7.44 10.06 37.23 -.05 .22 .198 .207

I)evelo1s.seutal mean sisi.e.I: 18.50 msIs
Test mean speed: 18.07 sipls
PC (or IK)iOS: 40.43 (YKPIS)
PC (or perstence: 19.15
Power/No Power PC for lb:HO5: 46.28
Power/No I'i,wer IC (or persistence: 41.34

EILON TYPIS
I - Stepwise rcRressl(,n at all available speed predictors.

II - NPA reeetvesl variables (no Ik)S torecasts).
ill - No NIH' predictors.
IV - Forced is assd v component eqtns. ol predictors selected by Type I.
V - Forced ii and v esponcsst eqtns. of predictnrs selected by type II.

VI - Forced ii 11,141 V component eqtsis. oF predictors selected by Type III.
VII - Indepeisdesit ly derived is anti v component equations resolved for

s1,eed Forecast.
NOTES:

Asterisk (a) Indicates scores (or the tnt latest versIon of (hat Type.
2 ComIsineil equation Ive5 indicate same predictors were selected for hulls types.

Two entries under K,1 (or Types IV I Isrougis VII are (or the u and v comp(sIIsnI a respect I vu ly.
hISS and VI)SS follnws.,I by (N) Indicates iIN0S si an&lard of cump;,risoss anti by (I') Inslirates a persIstence standard
of coups 5 I stun

PWR.I'C is PC score for I'owrrfNs, Power forecast a.

I-.



Appendix II-5B: 24 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12
a Mean a MAE RHSE PC USS(H) IISS(P) YOSSOI) VDSS(P) MAE(DIR)

I 6 Ii .19 18.181 6.77 8.48 22.34 .16 .09 .465 .318

1 6 11* 19.969 7.20 9.10 21.28 .15 .08 .429 .272

IV 6 V .32,.03 14.079 7.54 9.18 19.68 .13 .06 .361 .185 35.98

IV 6 V* 15.295 8.11 10.60 18.09 .11 .04 .324 .139

Vii .35,.07 13.898 7.28 9.74 19.68 .13 .06 .374 .202 34.65

VIII 14.559 7.44 10.06 22.87 .17 .09 .381 .211

ETIIJN TYPES
Ievelopmental mean speed: 18.50 mph I - Stepwise regression of all available speed predictors.
Test mean speed: 18.07 mIlI ii - ir* received variables (no PP)S forecasts).
PC for IlOk)S: 7.45 (SKIIS) III - No NWI predictors.
PC for persistence: 11,.89 IV - Forced ii anti v (omponent eqtnn. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced u and V cooiient eqtna. of predictors aelected by Type It.
VI - Forced is mid v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type III.

VII - Iusdepcssdesit%y derived ii and v component equations resolved for
speed forecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk () indicates scores For the inflated version of that Type.
2 combined equation types Indicate same predictors were selected (or both types.Two entries tinder for Types IV through VII are for the is and v components respectively.'

hISS and VIJSS followed by (N) indicates IICIKIS standard of comparison un,I by (P) indicates a persistence standard
of comparison.
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Appendix II-6A: 36 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, MOD-2 Categories.

12 823 - 5
a Mean a MAE 814SE PC IISS(H) IISS(P) VDSS(I4) Vi)SS(L') HAE(1318) PWK.PC

I & 1! .27 18.630 7.33 9.37 17.80 -.11 .01 .356 .339 72.77

VII .39,.12 17.151 7.68 9.98 20.42 -.08 .04 .333 .315 28.43 69.63

EqilOILy
Iicveinpmwuitai .enn speeul: 18.20 m!.li I - Stepwise regressic..i of all available speed pre.IIttors.
'lest aeon speed: 20.62 ml.Ii II - NPA received variables (n HOS orecssla).
PC for lIHOS: 26.18 lii - No (fP Predictors.
PC (or persIstence: 16.75 IV - Forced ii anti v r,,it.nent eqtnn. of predictors cIected by Type 1.
Power/No Power PC for lifliOS: 21.75 V - Forced ii and v ctsspoucnt eqtus. of pretlictors eeleeted by Type ii.
Power/N., Power PC for pci sistence: 53.9) Vi - Forced ii and v component eqtns. ni predictors eIected by Type III.

VII - independent I y derIved n anti v Component equat Louis resolved (or
n,ced

NOTES:

Asterisk (A) indicates scorei; ii- the Iu(late,l version of that Type.
Combined equlat Ion types intiliate same predictors were selected for i.otti types.
Two cut rice .un.Ier for Types IV I isrouRl, Vii are for the ii stuici V compouseusts respective I y

" IISS anti VIiSS loll owed by ((I) I i I cOtee 110105 St andard of cc'w1or I sinus and by (I') I usd I cat es a persistence sit auuIa rd
of comparison.
MJR.i'C is PC sc,.re ror J'ower/No Power force asit.8.

I.-.
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Appendix II-6B: 36 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Warm Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12 23
' Ra

1

pe Mean s MAE KMSE PC IISS(H) IISS(P) VDSS(H) VDSS(P) MAE(DIR)

I 6 II .27 18.630 7.33 9.37 21.99 .16 .10 .538 .371

I & 11* 20.389 7.74 9.68 17.28 .11 .05 .516 .340

VII .39,.12 17.151 7.68 9.98 21.99 .16 .10 .501 .319 28.43

VI1* 18.329 1.99 10.27 21.99 .16 .10 .489 .303

Developmental mean speed: 18.20 mph I - Stepwlse regressIon of all available speed rredlctora.
Test mean speed: 20.62 mph II - III'A received variables (no W)S forecasts).
VC for IlcilOS: 7.33 III - No NWP predictors.
1C for ulersIsteisce: 13.09 IV - Forced u and v component cqtns. of predictors eeiectsd by Type I.

V - Forced u and v coonent cqtus. of predictors selected by Type LI.
VI Forced ii and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type Iii.

VII Independ..,itly derived u and v component equaL ions resolved for
speed losecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk (A) indicates scores for the inflated version of that Type.
2 Cousiined eqiiatloii types h,,uhlcate same predictors were selected for both types.

Two entrIes indi.r Ra2 for Types IV through VII are for the ii and v components respect ively.
44 IISS and VI)SS followed by (H) In.Iicalca iICPK)S standard of i'omparhsosi and by (I') iuidicates a persistence standard

of comparison.
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Appendix 111-lA: 12 Hour OOZ Forecast, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 R2
type a Mean a MAE I1NSE PC iiSS(H) 1ISS(P) VI3SS(Il) Vl)SS(P) MAE(DIR)

1 .49 12.412 5.64 7.61 59.15 -.16 -.02 .254 .124 82.32

II .37 12.581 6.31 8.17 60.37 -.12 .02 .239 .107 82.93
Jj* 13.771 6.20 8.06 60.98 -.10 .03 .254 .124 83.53

111 .43 13.284 5.79 7.85 59.76 -.14 .00 .345 .231 85.31

IV .69,.08 10.588 5.95 8.56 62.20 -.07 .06 .288 .164 40.28 83.53
V .62,.08 10.429 6.46 9.30 62.20 -.07 .06 .201 .062 40.81 82.32
V* 10.932 6.42 9.57 63.41 -.03 .09 .220 .084 82.32

vi .66,.Jo 9.734 6.37 9.03 62.20 -.07 .06 .246 .116 37.86 19.88

VI* 10.082 6.28 9.00 64.02 -.02 .11 .299 .178 79.88

VII .70,.08 12.515 6.56 9.25 59.15 -.16 -.02 .231 .098 38.30 78.66

TYPES

flevelopmental mean speed: 13.38 miis I - Stepwiso regression of all available s1ieed predictors.
lest mean speed: 13.21 mph II - IIPA reccive, variables (no WPS forec.ists).
PC for IlfIKIS: 64.63 (V}'iS) III - No 8141' predictors.
PC For pe,alslenee: 59.76 IV - Forced u and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type I.
Power/No Power PC for IICHOS: 66.46 V - Forceil us and v compouscuit cqtns. of 1,redtrtors selected by Type II.
Power/No Power PC for persistence: 18.66 VI - Forceul u onul v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type III.

VII - indepemicuutly derived is and v component equatIons resolved For
speed forecast

NOTES:

Asterisk (A) luuuil,atus scotes for the Inflated version oF that Type.
'

Combined equation types luuuilcate samt' predictors were seietetl for boils types.
rwo ent r lea usuiili. r K For Fypcs IV I Isrough Vii are mr I lie is nd v uouiupohsent s respectively.

1 IISS and VP)SS liii I ow,l by (H) huh i,ates iifIk)S atassiiar,P of rn,nsriooss assil by (I') indicates a piers tstcnce standard
oF cousparisiun.

' I'WK.iC Is i'Csiuire for Vower/flu Power forecasts.
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Appendix IIT-1B: 12 Hour OOZ Forecast, Cool Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12 g23 I. I. Ii

a Hean s !!.!!) HSS(P) VDSS(N) Y(!) i!i?)

I .49 12.472 5.64 7.61 33.54 .13 .10 .376 .185

13.356 5.64 7.60 34.76 .14 .12 .390 .204

11 .37 12.581 6.31 8.17 23.17 -.01 -.04 .273 .051

11* 13.771 6.20 8.06 22.56 -.02 -.05 .280 .060

111 .43 13.284 5.79 7.85 25.00 .02 -.02 .330 .125

111* 14.508 5.97 7.94 28.66 .06 .03 .348 .148

IV .69,.08 10.588 5.95 8.56 23.17 -.01 -.04 .266 .042 40.28

11.018 5.94 8.67 25.00 .02 -.02 .273 .051

V .62..08 10.429 6.46 9.30 25.00 .02 -.02 .234 .000 40.81

V* 10.932 6.42 9.57 26.83 .04 .01 .248 .019

VI .66..I0 9.734 6.31 9.03 27.44 .05 .02 .230 -.005 37.86

V1* 10.082 6.28 9.00 30.49 .09 .06 .262 .037

VII .70.08 12.515 6.56 9.25 25.00 .02 -.02 .234 .000 38.30

!Lfl1JJS
flevelopmentnl mean speed: 13.21 mph I - Stepwise regroaslon Of all liVaiIal)lC speed predictors.
Test mean speed: 13.38 mph II - flI'A received variables (no IK)S forecasts).
PC for lICImS: 23.78 (VKHS) III - fl n4p' )fl.Ii,torH.
PC for ptralsten.e: 26.22 IV - Forced as and v coPsponesst. eqtuua. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced as anal v cownent e.Itna. of predictors selected by Type If.
VI - Forced as and v component eqina. or predictors aelecteal by Type III.

VII - Inatepessdei.t1 y derived ii anal v component equations resolved Fur
speed foreest.

HOTES:

Astet-Isk (5) inailiatea scores for the Inflated version of that Type.
2 CombIned equation types indicate same predictors were melcareat for both types.

Two entries asss.Ier It52 for Types lv through VII ate for the u said v iomposwuats respectively.
1155 said VIJSS Fol loweil by (H) Inahitatea IICIK)5 standard of compsrlsous sisal by (P) lisdicates a persistence standard
of comparison.

i-a
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Appendix III-2A: 24 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 K2
a Means MAE I1HSE PC IISS(H) USS(P) VDSS(M) VDSS(P) MAE(DIR) PWR.PC

1 .32 12.479 6.57 8.37 51.23 -.20 .11 .098 .282 69.14
1! .28 12.624 6.83 8.71 49.38 -.24 .08 .147 .321 72.22

14.632 7.50 9.27 44.44 -.36 -.01 -.029 .182 67.90
IV .44,.17 10.405 6.42 8.81 56.79 -.06 .21 .102 .286 49.39 69.14
V .40,.19 10.468 6.53 8.82 53.70 -.14 .16 .073 .263 51.14 66.05

12.430 7.38 9.78 51.23 -.20 .11 -.061 .156 66.67
VII .47,.22 10.803 6.65 8.83 54.94 -.11 .18 .082 .269 46.96 69.14
VII* 11.669 6.94 9.16 53.70 -.14 .16 .045 .240 69.75

flevelopmcntnl meals eiwe.i: 12.82 mid. I - SIi'le reKressIs,s, of all available n1wed i.recitctora.Test mean speed: 12.78 II - RPA received variables (iso IIOS forecasts).
PC for 8(2105: 59.26 iIrs) III - No NW' predictors.
PC for persistence: 45.06 IV - issroe,i u and v component eqtna. of predictors selected by Type I.
Power/No Power PC for uII:HOS: 43.58 V - Forced u ausi v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Typo ii.
Power/No Power PC for userslstenee: 64.20 Vi - Forced is ansi v compohient cqtu.s. of predictors selected by Type III.

VII - lsiilepernlently derived is and V component equations resolved for
speed forecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk (*) Indicates scores fur the inflated version of that Type.
2 CsbInc.l squat ins. types indicate same piretiletora were selected for lasths types.

Two entries under fit for Typea IV tsrouiu VII are for (iso is auth v components respectively.
'

PUSS ansi Vi)SS fiji lowed by (H) huiclica(es liClisM tziuijarJ of eomplsrisisss ansi by (P) hid icates a persi ateisre standard
of comparison.

' i'WR. PC is PC score for Vower/Ni, Power inrecasts.

I-.'
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Appendix 111-28: 24 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Cool Season, 5 MPH Categories.

1,2 R2 - 1* l

a Mean a MAE RHSE PC IISS(H) IISS(P) VDSS(H) vnsS(P) MAE(uIR)
I .32 12.479 6.57 8.37 27.16 .09 .06 .250 .239
1* 14.109 7.11 8.99 26.54 .08 .06 .196 .184

11 .28 12.624 6.83 8.71 26.54 .08 .06 .221 .210
11* 14.632 7.50 9.27 24.07 .05 .02 .141 .129

IV .44,.]) 10.405 6.42 8.81 27.16 .09 .06 .217 .206 49.39
IV* 11.233 6.69 9.11 25.93 .07 .05 .185 .173
V .40,.19 10.468 6.53 8.82 27.16 .09 .06 .232 .221 51.14

12.430 7.38 9.78 22.84 .03 .01 .149 .136
VU .47,.22 10.803 6.65 8.83 30.86 .13 .11 .217 .206 46.96
V11* 11.669 6.94 9.16 29.01 .11 .09 .185 .173

Developmental mean speed: 12.82 spIt I - Stepwise reiessloii of all available speed predictors.
Teat moon speed: I 2.78 mph II - NPA rece (veil van ablea (no IllS forecasts).
PC (or 1101)5: 20.37 (I'DTS) ill - No NWP predictors.
PC (or persistence: 22.22 IV - Forced ii and V component cqtna. of predictors meltrte,i by Type I.

V - Forced is a,s.i V (opIpoIICflt eqtuut. of predictors selected by lype II.
VI - Forced ii and v component oqtns. of predictors selected by Type III.

VII - lsidepeuiilently derived is anti v ciaspossent equations resolved for
speed iorecast.

tI(rrES:

Asterisk (*) Indicates scores (or the Isillated version of that Type.
2 Comb mesh equint ion I ypea isusi (tote same predictors were selected for both I yues.

Two entries us,i,ler ft12 for Types IV through VII are for the u and v comi,onesits respectively.
" hISS and VI)SS follnwcd by (II) Indirtes IICIFIS standard of comparlsout assil by (I') Indicates a persistence standard

of comparison.

I-..
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Appendix III-3A: 36 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2
2

.,

Mean s HAE RHSE PC IISS(M) IISS(P) VDSS(N) VI)SS(P) UAE(I)IR)
1 .23 14.147 6.16 8.09 46.78 -.42 .02 .137 .432 72.51

11 .20 14.368 6.56 8.45 46.78 -.42 .02 .137 .432 71.35
1t' 16.864 7.54 9.39 42.11 -.55 -.06 -.087 .284 67.84
IV .38,.02 9.997 6.86 9.14 56.73 -.16 .20 .029 .361 42.06 70.76
IV 10.639 6.99 9.29 56.73 -.16 .20 .033 .363 70.76
V .37,0 9.850 6.98 9.41 58.48 -.11 .24 .000 .342 38.39 69.59
V* 10.513 7.20 9.72 59.06 -.09 .25 -.037 .317 70.18

VII .40,.02 10.481 6.86 9.24 56.73 -.16 .20 .033 .363 45.34 70.18
VItA 11.221 6.96 9.55 56.73 -.16 .20 .046 .372 70,18

l)evelc.pmeuital mon., speed: 11.89 rn1,)i - Stepwle re8ressIoh, oF all available speed predictors.Test mean speed: 11.80 e.l. Ii - RPA received variables (no tk)S Forecasts).PC For 1111105: 62.57 (PiuS) III - No MJP ir.-dictors.PC For persistence: 45.61 IV - Forced u and v component eqias. or predictors eIected by Type I.Power/No Power PC For 11(1105: 66.6? V - Forced u and v component eqins. or predictors selected by Type II.Power/No Power PC For persistence: 60.82 VI - Forced u usud v comj.oneuuL eqtns. oF predictors selected by Type Ill.VII - Indepemleni ly derived is and V Component equations resolved For
speed forecast.NOTES:

Asterisk (C) I ioi leni en attires for the lnF lt oil virsio,i OF I lint Type.
Comluinvil equation tyos Issilicate asme predictors
Two ciii rica lustier K1 For Types IV through VII

vole selected for both types -

arc For lisp ii nuud v compouieutn respectively.
iISS nod VI)SS fo I lowd by (H) mu Icates 11(1105 sI .uusl;,rd 0r .,imp;urlefluu no.1 by (19 I,u,l Icatca a persist enue staudar,ls,F comparison.
PWR.I'C is PC aeon- For Power/Ito Power Forecasts.

I-.



Appendix III-3B: 36 Hour OOZ Forecasts, Cool Season, 5MPH Categories.

12 23'

Ra
5

IYI Mean s MAE RMSE PC IISS(M) HSS(P) Vt)SS(H) VDSS(P) MAE(D1K)
I .23 14.147 6.16 8.09 24.56 -.01 .08 .165 .324

1* 16.316 6.95 8.87 21.64 -.05 .04 .069 .245

ii .20 14.368 6.56 8.45 23.98 -.02 .07 .137 .301

11* 16.864 7.54 9.39 21.64 -.05 .04 .036 .219

iv .38,.02 9.997 6.86 9.14 23.39 -.02 .06 .040 .222 42.06
IVA 10.639 6.99 9.29 22.22 -.04 .05 .040 .222

V .37,0 9.850 6.98 9.41 21.05 -.05 .04 .004 .193 38.39
VA 10.513 7.20 9.72 20.47 -.06 .03 -.008 .183

VII .40,.02 10.481 6.84 9.24 22.81 -.03 .06 .036 .219 45.34
VitA 11.221 6.96 9.55 23.98 -.02 .07 .044 .225

Developmental seas, speed: 13.89 mph I - Stepwise regression of all available speed predictors.Test mean speed: 13.80 mph ii - MA receiveil variables (no MiS Forecasts).PC Fur 110105: 25.15 (I'I)I'S) I IT = N,s NWI' preull ciors.PC for rersIstess: 18.1) IV - Forecul is and v cohaposient eqtnn. of predictors selected by Type I.
V - Forced a. and v cou,onent eqtns. of predictors selected by Type IL.VI - Forced a, siuI v component oqtne. of predictors selected by Type III.

VII - Issdependent ly derived is and v component equaL bus resolved For
specs1 forecast.N0TIS:

Asterisk (5) isnllcatea scores for the inflated version .1 that Type.2
Combined equatIon typeS Indicate name predictors wore selected for boLl. types.
Two entries wider R2 for Types IV throasgls VII are for the us and v eomposses,ts respectively.
IISS mid VI)SS fol Iowui by (II) Indicates IICIIOS standard uI evuiparlsuas mid by (P) Indicates a persistence standardof comparison.

C



Appendix I1I-4A: 12 Hour 12 Z Forecasts, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

12 R2 l 5a Mean MAE KNSE PC IISSffi) IISS(P) VOSS(M) VI)SS(P) HAE(DIk) PWR.PC
1 .38 12.846 6.19 7.97 57.40 -.09 .10 .170 .258 77.51
1* 14.390 6.85 8.72 53.25 -.20 .01 .032 .134 75.74

II .33 12.965 6.46 8.25 54.44 -.17 .04 .158 .247 76.33
111 .24 11.470 6.59 8.84 54.44 -.17 .04 .051 .152 66.27
111* 12.903 7.13 9.40 49.70 -.29 -.06 -.103 .014 66.86
IV .53,.27 10.933 6.19 8.55 55.62 -.14 .06 .130 .223 40.49 71.01
IV* 11.731 6.53 8.97 56.21 -.12 .08 .103 .198 71.60
V .52,.25 11.249 6.25 8.64 58.58 -.06 .13 .154 .244 42.82 73.37
V* 12.119 6.63 9.06 53.25 -.20 .01 .083 .180 72.19

VI .29,.04 7.251 7.77 10.69 59.76 -.03 .15 .051 .152 46.29 70.12
V1* 7.854 7.94 10.84 57.99 -.08 .11 .016 .120 68.05

VII .52,.21 10.837 6.17 8.53 57.40 -.09 .10 .166 .254 40.97 72.19

TIOH TYPCS

0eve1opuinutai psean spietI: 12.69 mph I - Stepwlse regression or all available speed predictors.Test mean speed: 12.69 mph II - PA received variables (on tKS io,easta).IC fr 110105: 60.95 (IUT) III - No 111W preiliclors.
PC For persistence: 52.66 IV - Forced ii and v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type I.Power/No lower PC For 110105: 60.95 V - Forced ii and v component eqtns. oF predictors selected by Type Ii.Iow,.r/No Power IC For pri,4tence: 70.41 VI - Forced u and v component eqtns. oF predictors selected by Type ill.VII - Independently derived u and v component equations resolved tar

speed Forecast.N0rlS:
I Asterisk (5) I nml I mates scores For time luif lateul version oF that TVpC.

Combloed equation types Indicate same predictors were sI!lected For imotlu types.Two nut rica ,,n,ier R1 for fypes IV I Itrouigh VII are For time ii aui,I V cimeponeilts respert (ye ly." IiSS atud VPSS fol low.iI by (ii) indicates 110105 St suudard oF comparison and by (I') l.udIeatts a persistence standardor comparison.
P5111. PC Is Pt scum.. for P,rwvr/Ho Power forecasts.

N.)
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Appendix lII-4B: 12 Hour 12Z Forecasts, Cool Season, 5 MPH Categories.

1,2 R2
I'a Mean a MAE RHSE PC IISS(N) USS(P) VDSS(M) VDSS(P) MAE(DLR)

.38 12.846 6.19 7.97 30.18 .09 .01 .239 .251
1* 14.390 6.85 8.72 24.85 .02 -.07 .154 .167

II .33 12.965 6.46 8.25 26.63 .04 -.04 .201 .213
11* 14.774 7.25 9.10 21.89 -.02 -.11 .108 .122

111 .24 11.470 6.59 8.84 27.22 .05 -.03 .158 .171
flj* 12.903 7.13 9.40 28.40 .06 -.02 .124 .137

IV .53,.27 10.933 6.19 8.55 26.63 .04 -.04 .174 .186 40.49
IV* 11.731 6.5,3 8.97 27.22 .05 -.03 .166 .179

V .52,.25 11.249 6.25 8.64 28.99 .07 -.01 .174 .186 42.82

12.119 6.63 9.06 28.40 .06 -.02 .120 .133

VI .29,.04 7.251 7.77 10.69 24.26 .01 -.08 -.031 .-.015 46.29
V1* 7.854 7.94 10.84 23.67 .00 -.08 -.050 -.034

VII .52,.27 10.837 6.17 8.53 26.04 .03 -.05 .158 .171 40.97
VII* 11.589 6.46 8.85 26.04 .03 -.05 .143 1.56

EQIJAT1flN TYPES

flevelopmental mean speed: i?.(s9 mph I - Stepwioe relresslol of all available speed predictors.
Teat mean speed: 12.b9 mph Ii - hl'A received variables (no PK1S l'orecaate).
('C for HC1b)S: 2 i.(.7 (piErs) iii - Ho NWP predictors.
PC for persIst ence: 29.59 IV - Forced u and V component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced u and v component eqtus. oI rre'Ucsors selected by Type ii.
Vt - Forced ii rind V component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type 111.

VII - independently derived u and v coml.ou,e,It equatloirs resolved or
speed forecast.

NOTES:

Asterisk ('1 tiroitcateg scores for the in(Iøtcd version of that Type.
2 Combined equation types indicate same predictors were selected for both types.

Two entries uinnuier H52 For Types IV throongi, Vii are For the in and v enmnnnwnta respectively.
" 1155 and Vi)SS followed by (H) Indlu rites IICW)S standard of comparison and by (P) indtctes a persistence standard

nil comparison. I-'



Appendis III-5A: 24 Hour 12 Z Forecasts, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

1,2 R2 Si I.
I. 5a Mean s MAE RMSE PC IISS (H) I1SS (1') VDSS(M) VDSS ( r) HAE(DIR) PWR.PC

1 .28 14.279 5.97 7.84 52.12 -.25 .07 .156 .315 74.55
11 .19 13.674 6.60 8.94 47.88 -.37 -.01 .013 .199 67.88
11* 15.833 7.45 10.27 44.85 -.44 -.07 -.177 .045 65.45
IV .26,.02 8.874 6.52 8.84 60.61 -.03 .24 .135 .298 37.63 73.31
IV* 9.613 6.41 8.58 61.82 .00 .26 .190 .342 75.76
V .l3,-.0l 6.619 8.48 11.32 58.79 -.08 .20 -.30 .164 47.92 62.42
V* 6.952 8.58 11.50 57.58 -.11 .18 -.068 .134 61.21

VII .45,.02 10.477 6.01 8.21 58.79 -.08 .20 .156 .315 32.71 74.55
V1I* 11.221 6.21 8.36 58.79 -.08 .20 .144 .291 73.94

FqIIAT ION TYIES

I)evclopaeiital mess, speed: 13.64 mrh I - Stepwise regressIon iii all available peod predictors.Teat mean speed: 13.47 mph II - PA receiveii variables (in' PN3S forecasts).PC for HEllOS: 61.82 III - Ho NWP preiiIetrs.
PC (or persistence: 48.4 1V - Forced ii and v compouient eqins. of predictors seleeted by Type I.Power/No Power IC for IICHOS: (6.O6 V - Forced U and V component eqtlua. ni preulictoril selected by Type II.Power/Ni, Power PC for persIstence: 61.64 VI - Forced ii anti v component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type ill.

VII - indeprusiesitly derived u anti v composient equations resolved for
speed forecast.

NOi'I5:

Asterisk () idicate scores For the inflated version of that Type.
2 Combined e.qisatlo,i tyres indicate sam. predictors were els'ete.l for hitti, tylues.

Iv,, ent n.e under 8. for Types IV I isroispis VII are I or I lie us and V eompusieuIta respectively.
1155 anti Vi)SS lot Inwii by (H) lusdicatos HEllOS at ausdard of couiar isout mid I,y (I') luitlicuitee a pereisteusee stau,d:ar,iof ctpar I sins
l'WK.l'C Is PC sense for Power/Ho Power lorceasta.

()



Appendix III-5B: 24 Hour 12 Z Forecasts, Cool Season 5 MPH Categories.

1,2 23
Ii Ita Mean a MAE KIISE PC IISS(tj) !iSS(P) VDSS(M) Vi)SS(P) MAE(IHR)

I .28 14.279 5.97 7.84 28.48 .10 .03 .203 .292
1* 16.497 6.86 8.89 24.85 .05 -.02 .100 .199

11 .19 13.674 6.60 8.94 25.45 .06 -.01 .112 .210
11* 15.833 7.45 10.27 23.64 .04 -.03 .037 .144
Iv .26,.02 8.874 6.52 8.84 24.85 .05 -.02 .083 .185 37.63
IV 9.613 6.41 8.58 24.85 .05 -.02 .116 .214
V .13,- .01 6.619 8.48 11.32 15.76 -.06 -.14 -.178 -.048 47.92
Va 6.952 8.58 11.50 15.76 -.06 -.14 -.203 -.070

VII .45,.02 10.477 6.01 8.21 31.52 .14 .07 .135 .269 32.71
VIL* 11.227 6.21 8.36 32.12 .15 .08 .126 .251

Develop.cnlal mean speed: 11.66 mjdi I - Stepwise regrenslo,, of all available speed pretiictors.
Test mean ,;iieeii: 11.4? spIt ii - 11* receIved varlaible. (no IS Forecast.).l'C for II: 20.61 111 - No M4I' predictors.
rc For persistence: 26.06 IV - Forced u situ v cosapouleult oqtns. of predictors selected by Type I.

V - Forced ti and v culapofleuit e'ltna. of predictors selected by Type 11.
VI - Forced ii and v co.ponouut eqtna. of predictors selected by Type Ill.

Vii - Independently thrived u and v component equations resolved for
speed forecast.

NltrFS:

Asterisk (A) Indicates scores for the inflated version of that Type.
2 CombIned equation types Indicate same predictors were selected for both types.Two entries tinder Nal for Types IV through VII are For the u and v components respeelively.

IISS anti VI)SS followed i.y (H) ludicatea IICHOS standard of comparison anti by (I') Indicates a persistence standard
of couuui'arisoui.



Appendix III-6A: 36 Hour 12 Z Forecasts, Cool Season, MOD-2 Categories.

12 23 _K '4 '4 '4 '4 5
Mean a MAE RIISE PC IISS(H) IISS(P) VDSS(M) VL)SS(P) MAE(DIK) PWR.PC

1 .21 12.902 6.91 8.74 49.72 -.27 .08 .007 .310 67.80

1* 15.001 7.56 9.72 49.15 -.29 .07 -.142 .206 67.80

II .11 12.687 7.29 9.24 55.93 -.11 .20 -.004 .320 65.54

11* 15.000 8.57 10.74 46.33 -.36 .02 -.263 .122 64.97

Iv .25,.04 8.621 7.24 9.71 58.76 -.04 .25 .015 .315 50.53 65.54

1v* 9.277 7.29 9.83 57.63 -.07 .23 .011 .312 66.67

V .03,.02 7.511 7.80 10.68 60.45 .00 .28 -.007 .299 61.10 60.45

V* 7.621 7.78 10.67 60.45 .00 .28 -.004 .302 62.15

VII .27.l1 9.539 6.81 9.01 58.76 -.04 .25 .066 .350 42.87 70.06

VII* 10.425 7.04 9.23 57.63 -.07 .23 .018 .317 69.49

EqATI0N TYI'CS
i'eveiopmtuital meal, speed: 12.91) isplt I - Stepwise re'gresslon of all available speed predictors.Test mean speed: 12.91 spIt II - BI'A received variables (no IK)S forecasts).
PC for Ill P1(15: 60.45 (POTS) III - No 11111' predictors.
PC for scraiste,ico: 45.20 IV - Forced u and v component eqtiss. of predictors selected by Type I.
Power/No Power PC (or IICHOS: 61.02 V - Forced u anti V component eqtns. of predictors selected by Type II.lower/N., Power PC for persistence: 59.12 VI - forced u asid v component cqtns. of predictors selected by Type III.

Vii - Independently deriveil su assil V component eqisatlons resoLved for
aperd (stiecast.

NOTtS:

Asterisk () Isi,iie.,it's scores for the ia,Ilntcd version of that Type.
Coal,lised equation tves Indicate same predictors were selected For boils types.
Two cut rica isittier iI for Types IV through Vii are for the is :111th V components ies,lCet Ively.1

hISS and VOSS fol I owed by (H) Intl Irate-s IICHOS st aitsiarsi of eosslp;sr Isosi anti by (I') Intl Icatos a isersi steuDe standard
of comparison.
lWR.PC is N score mr Power/No Power Forecasts.

N.)
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Appendix III-6B: 36 Hour 12 Z Forecasts, Cool Season, 5 MPH Categories.

12 R2 -
a Mean a MAE IIHSE PC IISS(H) HSS(P) VDSS(ll) VDSS(P) IIAE(OIR)

1 .21 12.902 6.91 8.74 22.60 -.04 .02 .175 .332

1* 15.001 7.56 9.72 24.29 -.02 .04 .113 .283

Ii .11 12.867 7.29 9.24 24.29 -.02 .04 .123 .291

11* 15.000 8.57 10.74 24.29 -.02 .04 .007 .197

IV .25,.04 8.621 7.24 9.71 24.29 -.02 .04 .096 .269 50.53

1V* 9.277 7.29 9.83 25.42 .00 .06 .092 .266

V .03,.02 7.511 7.80 10.68 19.77 -.08 -.01 .007 .197 61.10

7.621 7.78 10.67 19.77 -.08 -.01 .014 .202

VII .27,.11 9.539 6.81 9.01 23.16 -.03 .03 .154 .316 42.87

VII* 10.425 7.04 9.23 24.86 -.01 .05 .140 .305

l)cvelop.entol eaul speed: 12.90 n*ph I - Stepwise regression or nil available speed predictors.
Test eaii apeed: 12.93 nph II - IIPA received variables (no IloS forecasts).
PC for 11(1105: 25.42 (IfS) 111 - No NW? sired I etors.
rc for persIstence: 20.90 IV - Forced n and v component eqine. of prod1ctor selected by Type I.

V - Forced ii and V coonent eqtns. of predictors selected by Type II.
Vt - Forced u and V component eqtnu. of predictors selected by Type lii.

VII - Indopeudeuitly derived ii nuid v component equations resolved tor
speed forecast.

NOTES:

AsterIsk () lu,,Ilratcs scores for the inflated version of that Type.
2 C,mi,incd equation tvtues indi,'ate same predictors were selected For both types.

Two cal rica under II,? for Types IV through Vii are fur the u and v components respectively.
'4 USS and VI)SS followed by (H) Iuuuiirates UCIIOS atnuitlarul of comparison and by (I') liudicates a persistence standard

of -omnrisuuu.

I-'
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Appendix IV-1: Warm Season, OOZ, 12 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 5.359 + .274(SP4) + .975(YKMS) 2.516(JDCOS)

II. s = 9.335 + .304(SP4) + 1.309(13850)

III. s = 52.482 + .206(SP4) + 1.535(DS16P) + .598(YKN1P) -
2.169(YKN4P)

IV. u = 3.38465 + .412777(134) + 1.98692(YKMU) - 1.7157(JDCOS)

V 2.73966 + .152147(V4) - .0338938(YKMV) - 2.03997(JDCOS)

V. ii = .329201 + .456458(134) + 2.29162(U850)

V = 3.02711 + .235248(V4) .685817(V850)

VI. U = -13.3798 + .38922(134) + 2.45049(DLS16?) + 1.45046(YKM1P) -
3. 87639 (YKM4P)

= -8.28696 + . 130232(V4) - . 706319(DLS16P) - .538446(YKM1P) +
1. 25412 (YKM4P)

VII. ii = -106.877 + .419(U4) + 1.034(13850) + 1.831(DLS16P) -
1.426(PDT16P) + 1.939(YKN16P) - 2.230(YKN4P)

= 1.163 + .028(VV850) - .474(PDXV)
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Appendix IV-2: Warm Season, OOZ, 24 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 341.106 + 1.057(BLU) - 1.207(DLS13P) + .887(PDX4P)

II. s = 341.106 + 1.057(BLU) - 1.207(DLS13P) + .887(PDX4P)

IV. U = 335.236 + 2.13961(BLU) - 1.69853(DLS13P) + 1.37701(PDX4P)

V. u = 335.236 + 2.13961(BLU) - 1.69853(DLS13P) + 1.37701(PDX4P)

V = -263.518 + .687551(BLV) - . 124884(DLS13P) + .378058(PDX4P)

VII. u = 399.606 + 1.076(BLU) + 1.224(GEGU) - 1.881(PDT16P) +
1.484(YKN16P) + 20.277(JDSIN)

v = -211.191 + 1.368(BLV) - . 791(V850) + .203(PDX19P)
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Appendix IV-3: Warm Season, OOZ, 36 Hour Forecast Equations

I. = 15.033 + 1..502(U850)

II. = 15.033 + 1.502(U850)

IV. u = 7.43926 + 2.7295(U850)

= 1.98408 - .507392(V850)

V. u = 7.43926 + 2.7295(U850)

V = 1.98408 - .507392(V850)

VII. u ii504.635 + 1.599(U850) + 1.014(PDTU) - .492(RDM19P)

= .491 + .035(VV850) - .536(PDXV)
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Appendix IV-4: Warm Season, 12Z, 12 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 308.726 + .682(PDTS) - 2.03(PDX13P) + 2.849(PDX16P) +
2.552(YKN13P) - 3.663(YKM16P)

II. s = 209.372 + .674(BLU) 1.808(PDX13P) + 2.652(PDX16P) +
2.364(YKM13P) - 3.400(YKM16P)

III. = 497.086 + 1.137(PDX16P) - 1.611(YKM16P)

Iv. = 262.823 + 1.171(PDTU) - 1.724(PDX13P) + 3.422(PDX16P) +
2.643(YKM13P) - 4.592(YKM16P)

V = 134.575 - .0677887(PDTV) + .16891(PDX13P) -
.911056(PDX16P) - .114450(YKN13P) + .164417(YKN16P)

V. = 285.847 + 1.40563(BLU) - 1.61475(PDX13P) +
3.21003(PDX16P) + 2.31753(YKM13P) - 4.18702(YKM16P)

= -220.879 + .878581(BLv) + .854084(PDX13P)
.408973(PDX16P) - .0967383(YKN13P) - . 138543(YKN16P)

VI. u = 701.086 + 2.23351(PDX16P) - 2.91666(YKN16P)

V = -142.708 + .0865486(PDX16P) + .0491264(YIGI16P)

VII. U = 262.823 + 1.171(PDTTJ) - 1.724(PDX13P) + 3.422(PDX16P) +
2.643(YKM13P) - 4.592(YKM16P)

= -6.290 + .133(V16) + 2.065(BLV) - 1.247(V850)
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Appendix IV-5: Warm Season, 12Z, 24 Hour Forecast Equations

I. = 405.863 + 1.141(U850) - .385(YKN16P)

II. s = 405.863 + 1.141(U850) - . 385(YKN16P)

Iv. i = 575.768 + 2.2663(U850) - .559773(YKN16P)

= -193.828 - .428518(V850) + .193243(YKN16P)

V. 11 = 575.768 + 2.2663(U850) - .559773(YKM16P)

= -193.828 - .428518(V850) + .193243(YKM16P)

VII. u = 599.649 + 1.519(U850) + .868(GEGU) - .585(YKN13P)

V = 2.32 .516(V850) + .036(VV850)
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Appendix IV-6: Warm Season, 12Z, 36 Hour Forecast Equations

I. = 419.294 - .066(vv850) - .416(YKM16P) + 23.264(JDSIN)

II. s = 410.294 - .066(VV850) - .416(YKM16P) + 23.264(JDSIN)

IV. No u and v components associated with the predictors selected
in I.

V. No u and v components associated with the predictors selected
in I.

VII. = 435.654 + l.687(BLU) + l.243(GEGU) - .443(PDT16P) +
32 . 535 (JDSIN)

= 9.657 .087(V16) - .719(CLIM)
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Appendix IV-7: Cool Season, OOZ, 12 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 5.294 + 221(S4) - .020(VV850) + .854(YKNS)

II. s = 5.596 + .344(S4) - .038(VV850) + 6.468(JDSIN)

III. = 40.659 + .148(S4) + l.592(PDT4P) + .700(PDx4P) -
2.319(YKM4P) + l.899(JDCOS)

IV. U = 2.40426 + .326091(U4) - .0391241(VV850) + l.93616(YKMTJ)

= 1.04362 + .265771(V4) - .00526493(VV850) + .0749186(yKliV)

V. ii = -.896697 + .449544(U4) - .0752937(VV850) + 7.45373(JDSIN)

V = -.17115 + .300721(V4) - .0023921(VV850) + 3.59732(JDSIN)

VI. U = 82.832 + .110595(U4) + 2.40889(PDT4P) + 1.5080(PDX4P) -
3.99077(YKM4P) + 1.74l39(JDCOS)

= -26.0804 + .238464(V4) + .951796(PDT4P) - .074497(PDX4P) -
.850714(YKM4P) - .0260183(JDCOS)

VII. = 3.331 + .278(U4) + .584(BLU) + .620(PDXTJ) + 1.549(YKMU)

v 1.156 + .288(V4)
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Appendix IV-8: Cool Season, OOZ, 24 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 7.059 + .946(BLU) + .715(PDTS)

II. U = 8.7 + .168(S4) + l.32(BLIJ)

Iv. = 3.60884 + l.69204(BLIJ) + l.31138(PDTU)

= -2.87163 + .582279(BLv) + .289649(PDTv)

V. u = 3.50891 + .0605527(U4) + 2.21922(BLTJ)

V = -1.79952 + .209141(V4) + .454581(BLV)

VII. = 1.869 + l.756(BLU) + 1.031(GEGU) + 8.474(JDSIN)

= -1.526 + .231(V4) + .462(V850)
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Appendix Iv-9: Cool Season, OOZ, 36 Hour Forecast Equations

I. = 201.369 + .46(U850) + .667(PDTS) - . 19(DLS19P)

II. S = 252.699 + 721(U850) - .634(DLS19P) + .398(PDX4P)

IV. = 307.863 + l.37598(U850) + .807625(PDTU) .301143(DLS19P)

= -88.5188 + .0629965(V850) + .554859(PDTV) + .0880415(DLS19P)

V. = 298.273 + 1.67564(U850) - . 731098(DLS19P) + .439938(PDx4P)

= -55.3226 + .191532(V850) + .0397197(DLS19P) + .0147049(PDX4P)

VII. = 311.928 + l.794(U850) - .317(DLS19P) + .950(CLIM)

= -6.101 + .488(CLIM)
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Appendix IV-l0: Cool Season, 12Z, 12 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 4.679 + .175(S16) + .698(BLU) + .789(PDTS)

II. s = 8.418 + .248(S16) + l.184(BLU)

III. s = 111.998 + l.496(DLS13P) + .593(PDX16P) - 2.187(YKM16P)

IV. u = 4.20663 + .0889265(U16) + l.83855(BLU) + .811508(PDTU)

= -2.92992 + .213835(V16) + .695155(BLV) - .160975(PDTV)

V. = 4.08777 + .121456(U16) + 2.3174(BLU)

= -3.28734 + .21011(V16) + .653414(BLV)

VI. u = 170.775 + 2.60393(DLS13P) + .723717(PDX16P) - 3.48919(YKM16P)

= 96.296 + .128593(DLS13P) - .302059(PDX16P) + .0775827(YKM16P)

VII. £ = 4.631 + 1.935(BLU) + .901(PDTTJ)

= -3.246 + .212(V16) + .664(BLV)
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Appendix IV-l1: Cool Season, 12Z, 24 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 3.084 + .167(Sl6) + l.13(GEGS)

II. s = 383.886 + 2.64(DLS13P) = l.504(PDT13P) l.5(YKN16P)

IV. Cl = 4.33321 + .0497266(U16) + l.82588(GEGU)

V = -.0863132 + .0724213(V16) + .186243(GEGV)

V. C1 = 449.936 + 2.7673(DLS13P) - l.45267(PDT13P) - l.75l72(YIil6P)

= -57.8674 + .0926139(DLS13P) + .243732(PDT13P) -
279148 (YKN16P)

VII. Cl = 11.163 + 1.842(PDTtJ) + 1.06(PDXU) - 16.089(JDSIN)

V = .461 + .015(VV850)
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Appendix IV-12: Cool Season, 12Z, 36 Hour Forecast Equations

I. s = 8.827 + l.108(PDTS) - .421(PDXS)

II. S = 173.283 - . 549(V850) - .170(PDT16P) + l.042(CLIM)

IV. U = 7.61802 + l.89242(PDTTJ) + .983824(PDXU)

= -3.57624 + .222565(PDTV) + .668017(PDXV)

V. = 154.421 - .109249(U850) - .154777(PDT16P) + .827651(CLIM)

v = -84.1491 + 224266(V850) + .0830072(PDT16P) .186907(CLIM)

VII. = -2.242 + 2.196(GEGU) + .962(CLIM)

= 2.131 + l.066(YKMV) - 6.492(JDSIN)
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Appendix V-i. Bias by Catogroy for the Warm Season 12-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I .90 .88 .77 2.31 1.46 2.00 1.09 .41 0.00

II .79 1.13 .91 2.08 2.08 2.11 1.00 .24 0.00

III .93 1.06 1.05 1.77 1.62 1.67 1.28 .27 0.00

IV 1.39 1.06 .77 1.46 .85 1.67 .36 .38 0.00

V 1.44 .88 .68 1.69 .69 1.44 1.00 .27 0.00

VI 1.42 .69 .82 .85 1.23 .67 1.09 .59 0.00

VII 1.39 .88 .77 1.15 .85 1.11 .73 .59 **

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-2. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 12-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .20 .52 1.62 1.10 1.70 1.24 .24 .09 0.00

II 0.00 .39 1.57 1.21 1.97 .88 .18 .10 0.00

11* 0.00 .39 1.57 .91 1.47 1.65 .65 .64 **

III .40 .52 1.67 1.19 1.60 1.18 .12 .09 0.00

IV 5.80 .90 1.05 1.02 1.17 .59 .29 .18 0.00

IV* 5.80 .90 1.05 .95 .80 .94 .47 .64 0.00

V 4.60 .84 1.57 .81 1.27 .88 .18 .18 0.00

V 4.60 .84 1.57 .81 .83 1.35 .35 .27 **

VI 3.20 1.16 1.38 .79 .93 1.41 .29 .27 0.00

VII 3.60 1.23 1.10 .91 .93 .77 .65 .36 **

VII 3.60 1.23 1.10 .79 .90 .82 .82 .55 **

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-3. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 24-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH

25- 27.5-
Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48

I&II .41 .81 2.23 1.88 2.06 1.57 2.25 .14 0.00

IV&V 1.33 .62 1.62 1.18 1.00 1.14 1.58 .22 0.00

VII 1.24 .69 1.46 1.24 1.19 .86 1.75 .31 0.00
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Appendix V-4. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 24-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I&II 0.00 .13 .96 1.53 1.65 1.72 .04 0.00 0.00

IV&V .26 2.13 1.65 1.23 .87 1.28 .17 0.00 0.00

VII .26 1.88 1.61 1.10 .98 1.44 .22 .14 0.00
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Appendix V-5. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 36-hour, OOZ

Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I&II .43 2.58 2.73 2.20 2.62 1.20 .77 .03 0.00

IV&V 1.25 1.25 2.09 1.27 1.08 .50 .59 .16 0.00

IV&V 1.25 1.25 1.73 .60 1.08 .90 .35 .59 0.00

VII 1.69 1.42 1.36 1.27 1.69 1.60 .35 .06 0.00
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Appendix V-6. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 36-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I&II 0.00 .19 .64 3.17 1.73 .54 0.00 0.00 0.00

I&II* 0.00 .19 .64 2.63 .95 1.31 1.07 .79 0.00

IV&v 2.57 1.39 .96 1.92 .81 .54 .07 0.00 0.00

IV&v* 2.57 1.39 .96 1.75 .65 .39 .71 .56 0.00

VII 1.57 1.31 1.02 1.75 1.27 .27 .07 0.00 0.00

VII 1.57 1.31 1.02 1.38 .92 .85 .43 .22 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.
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Appendix V-7. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 12-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, NOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I .47 1.21 2.09 1.56 1.56 1.71 1.23 .49 0.00

II .78 .88 2.09 1.89 1.63 1.71 .69 .20 0.00

III .48 .67 1.73 1.72 2.56 1.64 1.69 .26 0.00

IV 1.26 .63 2.09 1.00 1.00 .57 1.15 .60 0.00

V 1.31 .54 1.55 1.39 1.06 .93 .92 .46 0.00

V 1.31 .54 1.55 1.11 1.13 .57 .69 .80 0.00

VI 1.22 .63 1.64 1.39 1.31 1.00 .92 .37 0.00

VII 1.24 .71 1.46 1.39 .88 .71 1.08 .60 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.
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Appendix V-8. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 12-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I 0.00 .20 .96 1.83 1.34 1.32 .37 0.00 0.00

II 0.00 .33 1.60 1.69 1.43 .74 .09 0.00 0.00

11* 0.00 .33 1.60 1.69 .89 1.42 .46 .57 0.00

III 0.00 .20 1.00 1.36 1.72 1.47 .14 0.00 0.00

IV .17 2.67 1.20 1.28 .72 1.11 .50 .57 0.00

V .39 2.07 1.52 1.03 1.02 1.05 .32 .14 0.00

VI .11 2.47 1.28 1.22 1.04 .90 .36 0.00 0.00

VI* .11 2.47 1.28 1.22 .78 1.21 .32 1.14 0.00

VII .28 2.27 1.32 1.28 .77 1.05 .50 .57 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.
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AppendixV-9. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 24-hour,, 12Z
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

i&iI .53 2.07 2.54 2.93 1.79 1.56 .24 .03 0.00

IV&V 1.32 1.36 1.85 1.00 .64 .67 .65 .07 0.00

IV&V* 1.32 1.36 1.77 .50 .43 .67 .24 .66 **

VII 1.35 1.50 1.54 1.14 .71 .89 .24 .14 0.00

VII* 1.35 1.50 1.54 .71 .50 .33 .71 .35 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-b. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 24-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I&II 0.00 .28 .72 2.82 1.75 .20 0.00 0.00 0.00

I&II* 0.00 .28 .72 2.21 1.22 1.04 .93 .29 0.00

IV&V 2.33 1.80 .94 1.75 .64 .44 .14 0.00 0.00

IV&V* 2.33 1.80 .94 1.57 .47 .28 .79 .71 **

VII 2.00 1.92 .96 1.82 .67 .24 .14 0.00 0.00

vII* 2.00 1.92 .96 1.54 .50 .56 .36 .43 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-12. Bias by Category for the Warm Season 36-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I&II .17 1.14 .71 2.46 1.63 .33 0.00 0.00 0.00

I&II* .17 1.14 .71 2.00 1.05 1.09 .58 .20 0.00

VII .58 2.71 1.41 1.64 1.17 .52 .11 0.00 0.00

VII* .58 2.71 1.42 1.42 .85 .73 .63 .20 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that type.
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Appendix V-13. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 12-hour, OOZ

Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I 1.07 1.57 1.71 1.00 5.50 1.00 .11 .11 0.00

II 1.06 1.57 2.29 1.36 4.00 .50 .11 0.00 0.00

11* 1.03 .71 1.00 1.00 4.50 3.00 .44 .42 0.00

III .98 2.14 2.00 1.09 4.50 1.50 .44 .05 0.00

IV 1.43 1.29 1.29 1.00 1.00 1.25 .44 .21 0.00

V 1.14 1.43 1.57 .73 4.00 .75 .22 .05 **

V* 1.12 1.57 1.00 .46 4.00 2.00 .33 .16 **

VI 1.22 1.14 1.00 .73 2.50 .75 .44 .05 0.00

VI* 1.18 1.14 1.00 .55 3.00 1.25 .33 .26 0.00

VII 1.01 1.14 1.14 .64 6.00 2.00 .89 .37 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-14. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 12-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

1 .34 1.53 1.30 1.65 1.50 .20 .08 0.00 0.00

1* .34 1.53 1.20 1.18 1.43 1.20 .08 .33 0.00

II .31 1.20 1.73 1.94 1.36 .10 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .31 1.20 1.63 1.18 1.71 .90 .17 .17 0.00

III .17 1.35 1.43 1.94 1.64 .50 0.00 0.00 0.00

111* .17 1.35 1.30 1.41 1.50 1.40 .42 .17 0.00

IV 1.46 1.03 .93 1.24 1.07 .60 0.00 .33 0.00

IV* 1.46 1.03 .87 1.18 .93 .90 .17 .33 0.00

V 1.40. 1.10 .90 1.41 1.14 .30 0.00 0.00 **

V* 1.40 1.10 .83 1.35 1.14 .40 .17 0.00 **

VI 1.51 1.13 1.00 1.18 .79 .50 0.00 0.00 0.00

VI* 1.51 1.13 .87 1.12 .93 .50 .25 0.00 0.00

VII 1.71 .93 .93 1.35 1.43 1.30 0.00 .33 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-15. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 24-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48

I 1.10 3.00 1.00 .67 .14 1.75 .17 .15 0.00

II 1.01 3.29 1.69 .73 .86 .50 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .86 2.29 .92 .80 2.00 2.00 1.33 .69 0.00

IV 1.31 1.43 .69 .40 .14 1.00 .33 .23 0.00

V 1.30 2.00 .77 .27 .57 .75 0.00 .08 0.00

V 1.19 1.14 .46 .33 .86 1.75 .50 .85 **

VII 1.25 1.86 .54 .47 .71 .75 .83 .08 0.00

VII* 1.20 1.14 .78 .33 .57 1.25 .83 .69 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-16. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 24-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .58 .97 1.96 1.65 .61 .27 0.00 0.00 0.00

1* .58 .97 1.69 1.17 .74 .73 2.33 .60 0.00

II .64 .79 1.81 2.17 .61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .64 .79 1.23 1.44 1.26 .91 2.00 .20 0.00

IV 1.12 1.34 1.50 1.00 .30 .27 .67 0.00 0.00

IV* 1.12 1.34 1.39 .65 .52 .55 1.00 .40 0.00

V .88 1.24 1.92 1.17 .35 .09 0.00 0.00 0.00

V* .88 1.24 1.50 .74 .65 .55 1.33 .80 **

VII 1.21 1.11 1.50 1.00 .52 .55 0.00 0.00 0.00

VII 1.21 1.11 1.31 .87 .52 .64 2.00 .20 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.

** Indicates that this category was forecasted but not observed.
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Appendix V-17. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 36-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I .86 2.67 2.10 .93 3.00 1.50 .22 0.00 0.00

II .80 3.00 2.40 .86 5.00 .75 .11 0.00 0.00

11* .75 .92 2.10 .93 5.50 2.75 1.22 1.08 0.00

IV 1.26 .92 1.30 .50 0.00 .50 .33 .08 0.00

IV 1.25 .58 .70 .57 4.00 .75 0.00 .46 0.00

V 1.32 .58 .80 .36 3.50 .25 .22 .08 0.00

V* 1.31 .33 .40 .43 1.50 1.00 .67 .39 0.00

VII 1.26 .58 1.40 .43 3.50 .50 .11 .08 0.00

VII* 1.22 .50 .90 .36 2.50 1.50 .57 .46 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-18. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 36-hour, OOZ
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .25 .83 1.39 2.65 .90 .15 0.00 0.00 0.00

1* .25 .83 1.18 1.65 1.42 1.00 .86 2.00 0.00

II .19 .71 1.39 300 .84 .08 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .19 .72 1.23 1.61 1.58 .92 1.57 1.00 0.00

IV 1.31 1.34 1.15 1.30 .16 .31 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV* 1.31 1.34 1.10 .83 .74 .15 .43 .50 0.00

V 1.41 1.46 1.13 .78 .53 .23 0.00 0.00 0.00

V* 1.41 1.46 1.10 .52 .47 .54 .43 .50 0.00

VII 1.16 1.40 1.21 .96 .74 .08 .14 0.00 0.00

VII* 1.16 1.40 1.10 .78 .68 .62 .29 .50 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-19. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 12-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I 1.36 1.43 .79 .53 2.00 .80 .60 .15 0.00

1* 1.03 2.00 .50 .27 1.14 1.20 1.80 1.15 0.00

II 1.10 2.14 .79 .53 2.00 1.00 .40 .08 0.00

III 1.26 1.86 .93 .67 .29 .20 0.00 0.00 0.00

111* 1.10 2.43 .43 .40 .86 1.40 1.40 .54 0.00

IV 1.22 .86 .79 .73 .71 .60 .60 .31 0.00

IV* 1.19 1.14 .36 .40 .86 1.80 .80 .62 0.00

V 1.17 1.86 .57 .73 1.29 .80 .40 .15 0.00

V* 1.13 1.29 .57 .47 1.29 1.60 .80 .62 0.00

VI 1.43 1.43 .43 .20 .29 .20 0.00 0.00 0.00

VI* 1.39 .57 .43 .33 .43 .60 .40 .23 0.00

VII 1.22 1.29 .93 .60 .57 .20 1.00 .15 0.00

* Indicates inflated foreacsts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-20. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 12-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5 mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .34 1.14 2.19 1.08 .88 .40 .33 0.00 0.00

1* .34 1.14 1.77 .96 .67 1.80 1.00 .60 0.00

II .40 .95 2.27 1.25 .96 .20 .33 0.00 0.00

11* .40 .95 2.00 .92 .58 1.90 1.67 .60 0.00

III .34 1.38 2.31 1.29 .33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

111* .34 1.38 1.65 1.08 .67 1.10 .67 .20 0.00

IV 1.37 .83 1.65 .92 .58 .50 .33 .20 0.00

IV* 1.37 .83 1.54 .67 .75 .60 1.33 .40 0.00

V 1.20 .93 1.50 1.17 .71 .20 .67 0.00 0.00

V 1.20 .93 1.35 .75 .96 .80 .67 .40 0.00

VI 2.29 .98 1.00 .79 .13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

VI" 2.29 .98 .85 .54 .33 .30 .67 0.00 0.00

VII 1.34 .79 1.77 1.13 .38 .60 0.00 .20 0.00

VII* 1.34 .79 1.65 .96 .50 .50 1.33 .40 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-21. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 24-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I .96 1.50 1.50 .71 3.00 2.00 .71 .08 0.00

II 1.01 2.08 2.00 .50 2.33 .20 .42 0.00 0.00

11* .93 .92 1.30 .64 3.67 1.60 .71 1.17 0.00

IV 1.36 .83 1.10 .21 1.00 .20 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV 1.30 .67 .50 .50 1.67 .60 .14 .42 0.00

V 1.54 .42 .30 .14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

V* 1.52 .17 .50 0.00 0.00 .40 .14 .17 0.00

VII 1.26 .67 1.10 .43 1.00 .60 .71 .17 0.00

VII 1.25 .58 .20 .64 2.00 .80 .14 .83 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-22. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 24-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5-mph Categories.

MPH

Type 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .35 .69 1.62 1.65 1.14 .60 0.00 0.00 0.00

1* .35 .69 1.41 1.17 .91 1.30 1.71 2.50 0.00

II .19 .81 1.74 2.13 .52 .30 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .19 .81 1.54 1.30 1.05 .80 1.00 2.00 0.00

IV 1.92 1.42 .92 1.00 .24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV 1.92 1.42 .77 .70 .57 .50 .14 0.00 0.00

V 2.65 1.64 .69 .44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

V* 2.65 1.64 .64 .30 .10 .30 0.00 0.00 0.00

VII 1.58 1.31 1.00 1.00 .38 .50 .29 0.00 0.00

VII* 1.58 1.31 .97 .48 .81 .40 .71 1.00 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-23. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 36-hour, 12Z

Forecasts, MOD-2 Categories (mph).

MPH
25- 27.5-

Type 0-15 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 27.5 48 >48

I 1.10 1.33 2.83 1.63 .38 .17 .13 0.00 0.00

1* .95 .83 2.00 1.25 1.63 .50 1.38 .69 0.00

II 1.33 .83 1.50 1.00 .38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* 1.08 .50 3.17 .50 .88 .50 .75 .88 0.00

IV 1.48 .56 .17 .63 0.00 .50 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV* 1.40 .44 .83 .50 .25 0.00 .38 .31 0.00

V 1.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

V* 1.61 .22 0.00 .13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

VII 1.40 .44 1.67 .63 0.00 .50 .13 0.00 0.00

VII* 1.34 .39 1.00 .25 .25 1.33 .38 .38 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.
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Appendix V-24. Bias by Category for the Cool Season 36-hour, 12Z
Forecasts, 5 mph Categories.

MPH

Types 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-48 >48

I .19 1.50 2.09 2.04 .41 .08 0.00 0.00 0.00

1* .19 1.50 1.59 1.38 .91 1.31 .43 .50 0.00

II .04 1.00 3.50 1.21 .27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11* .04 1.00 2.66 1.25 .55 .62 1.00 1.25 0.00

IV 1.13 2.04 1.50 .58 .23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

IV* 1.13 2.04 1.25 .63 .18 .39 .29 .25 0.00

V .55 4.25 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

.55 4.25 .84 .17 .05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

VII .85 2.25 1.47 .83 .27 .08 0.00 0.00 0.00

VII* .85 2.25 1.25 .63 .46 .39 .43 .25 0.00

* Indicates inflated forecasts for that equation type.




